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Art of the Misbegotten: 
Physicality and the Divine in Renaissance Images 

Introduction 

Traditionally, we were told that the word "Art" is to be 
associated with good taste, decorous behavior, and the repre
sentation of ideal versions of natural things. Indeed, that was 
largely the case until, in the twentieth century, the definition of 
"art" and of "artist" expanded to include all kinds of people, 
places, actions, structures, and subjects that were objectively 
anti-art, un-art, unbeautiful, not to say purposely offensive. 
Consciously unnatural and degrading styles, themes, and ma
terials were no longer limited to broadsides, caricatures, or 
primitivistic polemics, but were enacted, displayed, priced at 
high value, and even accepted as the norm. In this study I will 
examine some works of art that at first glance seem equally 
debased: they all concern bodily functions - elimination, mas
turbation, copulation and the like. The difference is that the 
works I will speak of come not from modern times but from 
Italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when the "fine 
arts" (belle arti) and their values were in the process of being 
defined. This means that the items I will discuss were made 
by artists who had followed the rules and prescribed proce
dures of the profession. They produced the works according 
to the normal Renaissance procedures of art making: legally 
contracted for (commissioned); made to serve a specific pur-

pose; and to be seen in plain view, often by the general pub
lic. While the works are eye-catching because they involve the 
display of sex organs and/or sexual activity, my analysis will 
point to ulterior meanings of a higher order than at first appear. 
In fact, it will reveal an aspect of Renaissance naturalism that 
challenges polite decorum. I hope to show that the suggestive 
actions depicted incorporate a self-confident vision of religion, 
intellectual learning, and social interaction, into one, cohesive 
unit. 1 

To be sure, many of the actual subjects find precedents in 
the Middle Ages. Capitals and surfaces of Romanesque and 
Gothic ecclesiastical buildings are often covered with sexual 
images: figures with large genitalia, male and female in acro
batic poses, even couples in the act of fornicating. 2 Manu
scripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and beyond are 
illuminated with marginalia full of bodily exposure, both pruri
ent and grotesque. Most of these small-scale creatures are at 
first titillating but soon unveil themselves as frightening threats 
to the immoral viewer.3 Even as they step onto the pages of 
pornographic literature, which surged in the Renaissance, they 
tout themselves as low art. For example, there was the 1524 
publication called I modi, illustrated with engraving by Marcan
tonio Raimondi (after designs by Giulio Romano), accompa
nied by sonnets by Pietro Aretino. Here, word and image 
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represent extreme positions of sexual intercourse described in 
breathtakingly graphic and deliberately vulgar poetic form.4 
On the other hand, during the very same period – the decades 
in which the Reform and Counter-reform were consolidating – 
what was and was not unacceptably risqué in public art evinced 
extended debate. Clearly, no one questioned the heroic nudity 
of Michelangelo’s gigantic statue of David, or the Old Testa-
ment characters and allegories (the ignudi) on the Sistine ceil-
ing. But some twenty-fi ve years later the insistently nude 
fi gures in his Last Judgment (1537–1541) in the same chapel 
called forth vehement disapproval. When Pope Paul III came 
with his Master of Ceremonies, Biagio di Cesena, to inspect 
Michelangelo’s Last Judgment while it was in progress, the 
latter voiced the opinion that “[…] it was a very improper thing 
to paint so many nude forms, all showing their nakedness in 
that shameless fashion, in so highly honored a place, and that 
the work was better suited to a bathroom or a roadside wine 
shop, than a chapel of the pope”. By the same token, Pietro 
Aretino, no prude as we have seen, called the fi nished fresco 
“an impiety of irreligion only equaled by the perfection of [the] 
painting”. After another twenty years the fi nal blow fell: in Jan-
uary of 1564, the members of the Council of Trent ordered the 
many fi gures in the great fresco considered to be licentious to 
be covered. Michelangelo objected but died two months later 
and therefore never saw the many changes (among other 
things, the addition of the famous braghe or cashes-sexe) car-
ried out almost immediately by a squadron of painters headed 
by Daniele da Volterra.5

As far as I know, no such objections were voiced against 
any of the works I will bring together, in spite of their emphasis 
on genitalia, scatology, and, overt sexuality. This acceptance 
was surely owing to the fact that they are unusual only in con-
veying their theological meaning in an explicitly corporeal and 
visceral manner not usually associated with the refi ned hu-
manist revival of the Renaissance.6 To describe this manner, 
the reader is forewarned, I will not mince words. More exactly, 
I will take for granted that I am writing for those who recognize 
that the life of the mind functions well only when the body is 
allowed to exercise its full potential.

Divine Flesh 

Some time early in the period between 1508 and 1512, Mi-
chel angelo Buonarroti painted the scenes of the Drunkenness 
and Derision of Noah in the Old Testament cycle on the ceiling 
of the Sistine Chapel in which one of the nude fi gures is clearly 
circumcised [Fig. 1]. This anatomical detail is not only unique 
among the ubiquitous nudes in the artist’s oeuvre but it is also, 

as far as I know, rarely if ever seen in previous art.7 To ask why 
Michelangelo chose to make this representation and what he 
meant to convey with it, is to step back and ask more generally 
about the representation of penises in the Renaissance. 

When we do, we fi nd that Giotto di Bondone, as in so many 
other things, may have set the tone. He was surely the fi rst, in 
a monumental, public work of art, to use the male member as 
an expressive agent.8 In the great fresco of the Last Judgment 
in the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua (1308–1312?), he introduced 
a number of motifs directly representative of sexual sins. The 
particularly vivid image of a condemned soul shows a man just 
entering the underworld who is being stripped of his clothes 
by two demons [Fig. 2]. As he struggles to resist, his penis is 
displayed as blood-red at the tip where it has been hacked off. 
In one image, Giotto thus not only identifi es the sin (lussuria, 
lust), but also demonstrates the punishment.9 In this visual di-
rectness he was not quickly followed. 

There had been a limited number of post-classical frontal 
males with fully exposed genitalia produced in the late Middle 
Ages – for example, by Nicolo Pisano, Nicolo di Pietro Lam-
berti, Lorenzo Ghiberti – in none of which is the organ shown 
to have a particular iconographical purposes.10 By the early 
1420s, however, nudes in the fresco decoration of the Bran-
cacci Chapel, demonstrate a shift in which the Christian moti-
vation for such exposure comes into focus. The frescoes begin 
with a brief Old Testament cycle arranged in the Early Christian 
manner starting on the right wall.11 Masolino undertook the 
crucial fi rst scene of the Temptation [Fig. 3], and gave to Adam, 
along with Eve, the undisguised nudity of their innocence.12 In 
their prelapsarian state the genitals of both partners are clearly 
defi ned but inert and unused. By contrast, Masaccio’s pair ex-
presses accomplished sexuality directly [Fig. 4]. Eve, evicted, 
covers her sex with forced pudicity. Adam, now magnifi cently 
endowed, shields his eyes from further temptation and shame. 
Returning to the small scale, a superb continuation of the 
theme appears in the early 1440s in one of Domenico Venezia-
no’s predella scenes on his St. Lucy Altarpiece, St. John the 
Baptist in the Wilderness [Fig. 5]. The boy saint is shown dis-
carding his worldly clothes while preparing to don his peni-
tential camel’s hair raiment. In the moment of stasis before 
embarking on his holy mission his beautiful nude body with 
fully articulated genitalia expresses the virtue of his decision.13 

Nether parts exposed through the wearing of loose fi tting 
clothes is a sub-set of full nudity. This type of consciously in-
advertent uncovering has a long history, seen as early as the 
archaic Greek Gigantomachy relief on the Siphnian Treasury at 
Delphi where the masculine energy of a hoplite is expressed 
through the parting of his skirt as he fl ings himself into action 
[Fig. 6].14 Less exposed but defi ned as immoral is the boy-on-top 
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1) Michelangelo Buonarroti, «Drunkenness and Derision of Noah» (detail of Fig. 9), fresco, Città del Vaticano, 
Sistine Chapel, ceiling
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in a homosexual embrace observed by a demon, in the illustra-
tion to the thirteenth-century Bible Moralisée [Fig. 7].15 Again in 
the Brancacci Chapel, it was used as an expressive vehicle: 
one of St. Peter’s executioners (on the altar wall, mostly de-
stroyed) shows his feverish anger by revealing his backside 

2) Giotto di Bondone, «Last Judgment» (detail), fresco, 
Padua, Scrovegni Chapel, interior façade

3) Masolino, «Temptation of Adam and Eve» (detail), 
fresco, Florence, Sta Maria del Carmine, Brancacci 
Chapel. Photo: Scala / Art Resource, NY

4) Masaccio, «Expulsion of Adam and Eve» (detail), fresco, 
Florence, Sta Maria del Carmine, Brancacci Chapel. Photo: 
Scala / Art Resource, NY

5) Domenico Veneziano, «St John in the Wilderness» 
(predella), c. 1445, tempera on wood, 28.5 × 32.5 cm, 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
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6) «Battle of the Gods and Giants» (detail), relief sculpture, Delphi, Siphnian Treasury, frieze
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through a split seam. Piero della Francesca, in what seems to 
be a monumental genre scene in the Arezzo cycle of the True 
Cross [Fig. 8], depicts three laborers working hard to jettison 
a plank of the wood that they do not realize is holy. In his 
stressful effort, the fi rst in line inadvertently and unknowingly 
assumes the pose of Christ carrying the Cross, including a kind 
of halo of knotty pine behind his head. But as he steps forward 
his loose undergarment parts, giving a view of his testicles. 
Here the motif emphasizes the role that low-class ignorance 
can play in advancing religious history.16 

We can now say that Michelangelo was giving the penis of 
one of his fi gures real iconographical value by emphasizing its 
unique physical state and inquire as to its meaning. The bibli-
cal narrative itself depends on a genital event: having returned 
to land after the fl ood, Noah plants grapes, makes wine, drinks 
himself into a stupor and falls asleep with his private parts ex-
posed [Fig. 9]. His middle son, Cham, sees his nudity and de-
risively reports it to his two brothers, Shem and Japheth. The 
latter are outraged and cover their father, walking backward 
to avoid seeing him in his shameful state. When Noah revives 
and learns what has happened, he curses Cham and foretells 
that he will be the servant of his siblings and banished from 
the land.17

In the fi gure of the drunken Noah, Michelangelo refers to 
the pose of Adam in his own Creation scene, thereby empha-
sizing the fecundity of Noah as the “new Adam”.18 The nudity 
of all four men places them on a par as patriarchal progenitors. 
But in the case of the sons, the nudity serves to identify and 
distinguish them in accordance with the story in an unprec-
edented manner.19 Starting at the right, the ruddy-skinned boy 
with red hair and green eyes and a green scarf over his shoul-
ders, stretches his right arm toward Noah with the palm for-
ward; he holds his brother under the arm. This boy, fair-haired 
and ivory skinned, swathed in a red scarf, turns his head away 
from the picture plane and points at his father. The third son, 
rushes forward toward Noah with a purple cloth, looking back 
at the red head with disapproval as he moves. His progress is 
so fast, in fact, that his hair blows up and, quite amazingly, his 
penis blows back in a kind of contrapposto. Looking closely 

7) «Sin of Sodomy», Bible Moralisée, Paris, Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Ms fr. 167, fol. 14r

8) Piero della Francesca, «Burial of the Wood» (detail), 
fresco, Arezzo, San Francesco, Cappella Maggiore, altar 
wall. Photo: Alessandro Benci

7

8
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at this miniature s-curve reveals this organ is the one that is 
uniquely circumcised. Both this boy and his ivory-skinned 
brother, who is uncircumcised, look away from Noah, as Shem 
and Japheth should. Both look toward the ruddy-skinned fi g-
ure, also uncircumcised, who thus could only be the culprit, 
Cham. With this identifi cation we can now understand the arm 
he fl ings forward as a gesture of defensive desperation.20 

The crucial element in identifying the boys is thus the cir-
cumcised penis [Fig. 10], and with it Michelangelo signals that 
he is following St. Augustine, one of the main interpreters of the 
story of Noah. In his City of God the great theologian makes 
a special point of characterizing all three of Noah’s sons. First, 

he says that the name of the cursed son “Cham” means “hot”, 
hence a ruddy color would be appropriate to him. Then he de-
scribes the good sons as follows: “Shem and Japheth, that is 
to say, the circumcision and uncircumcision, or, as the apostle 
otherwise calls them, the Jews and the Greeks, but called and 
justifi ed, covered their father’s nakedness”.21 

The circumcised penis thus identifi ed Shem as he rushes 
forward to cover his father. It should be observed, moreover, 
that Michelangelo used no such characteristic to single out 
other fi gures from the Old Testament, either here in the ceiling 
cycle or elsewhere in his vast array of nudes, all of whom in 
reality would have been circumcised.22 

9) Michelangelo 
Buonarroti, 
«Drunkenness and 
Derision of Noah», 
fresco, Città del 
Vaticano, Sistine 
Chapel, ceiling. 
Photo: Erich Lessing / 
Art Resource, NY

10) Michelangelo 
Buonarroti, 
«Drunkenness and 
Derision of Noah» 
(detail of Fig. 1)
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This last observation, of course, also applies to Christ, 
whose circumcision (and naming) is celebrated annually on 
January 1, eight days following his birth.23 Although one might 
expect some evidence of the ritual on Christ’s body from 
scenes of the Circumcision where the High Priest is perform-
ing the surgery with a (stone) knife, as well as images of the 
Madonna and Infant or of the Holy Family, the tiny member, 
exposed, veiled, or handled by Mary or by Christ himself, re-
mains unblemished and entirely whole. The reason for this 
phenomenon lies in Catholic theology fully stated by St. Paul:

and you are fi lled in him, who is the head of all principality 
and power: In whom also you are circumcised with cir-

cumcision not made by hand, in despoiling of the body of 
the fl esh, but in the circumcision of Christ: Buried with him 
in baptism, in whom also you are risen again by the faith 
of the operation of God, who hath raised him up from the 
dead. And you, when you were dead in your sins, and the 
uncircumcision of your fl esh; he hath quickened together 
with him, forgiving you all offences (Colossians, 2:10–13).

As a result, the Jewish rite as a reality became abhorrent 
to Christians.24 Perhaps the most pointed avoidance of this 
anomaly is seen in the painting of the Dead Christ with Four 
Angels, by Rosso Fiorentino [Fig. 11]. This artist went so far 
as to hide Christ’s penis by what is known in modern parlance 
as “tucking”. Under an aristocratic head crowned with thorns, 
the stunningly gorgeous life-size dead body is presented fron-
tally with the genitals hidden between the legs bent with knees 
pressed together. The result is an ephebic, s-curved torso, 
ending in pseudo-Venus Mound that seems to startle even the 
elegantly dressed and coifed adolescent angels who surround 
him, one of whom tests the dead savior’s veracity with his fi n-
ger tips.25

Thus Christ’s circumcision, like his death, was performed 
so that the faithful would be spared. Baptism, the fi rst sacra-
ment, supersedes the sacrament of the Old Law and is under-
stood as a “spiritual circumcision” in the divine fl esh of Christ. 
In the Sistine fresco, St. Augustine gives Michelangelo the 
means to reverse the process and return the Old Testament 
rite to the son of Noah so that his divine fl esh would testify to 
his legitimate role in the foundation of the Church.26 

Divine Fecundity

There are, however, other images not having to do with 
circumcision that prominently display the youthful male sex 
organ with “functional” purpose. In the Duomo of Florence, 
four young boys are carved in the reliefs that decorate the la-
vabos in each of the two sacristies, the Sagrestia delle Messe 
[Fig. 12] in the northeast pier, and the Sagrestia dei Canonici, 
also known as the Sagrestia Vecchia [Fig. 13] in the southeast 
pier [Fig. 14]. All four fi gures, two to each lavabo, are winged, 
facing the spectator and holding water spigots with both hands. 
In each pair, one fi gure wears a wreath of leaves and berries 
and is smiling; the other is bare-headed and serious. In the 
document of commission the fi gures are called “spiritelli”, es-
tablishing their other worldly status but identifying them as not 
quite angels.27 The way they hold the water spouts is extraordi-
nary: that is, with both hands precisely at their groins. The re-
sult is a strong impression that the boys are urinating and that 

11) Rosso Fiorentino, «Dead Christ with Angels», 1525–
1526, oil on canvas, 133.5 × 104 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, MA
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during the ritual vesting procedure prior to entering into the 
sanctuary. The name “lavabo” literally means “I shall wash my 
hands” and comes from Psalm 25: 6–8:

 

I will wash my hands among the innocent; and will com-
pass thy altar, O Lord: That I may hear the voice of thy 
praise: and tell of all thy wondrous works. I have loved, 

12) Il Buggiano (Andrea di Lazzaro Cavalcanti), «Lavabo», 
marble sculpture, Florence, Sta Maria del Fiore, Sagrestia 
delle Messe. Photo: With kind permission of SMF Opera

13) Il Buggiano (Andrea di Lazzaro Cavalcanti) and Pagno 
di Lapo Portigiani, «Lavabo», marble sculpture, Florence, 
Sta Maria del Fiore, Sagrestia dei Canonici. Photo: With 
kind permission of SMF Opera

their urine is the source of the fl uid issuing through the sacred 
pipeline. 

We may presume that the meaning of the fi gures’ actions 
is other than scatological since these spigots have a liturgical 
function. Aside from storing vestments, sacred vessels, and 
other church furnishings, sacristies provide a lavatory, or lava-
bo, for offi ciates who celebrate Holy Mass to wash their hands 
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O Lord, the beauty of thy house; and the place where thy 
glory dwelleth.28 

The settings of both lavabos are therefore “among the in-
nocent” in “the place where thy glory dwelleth”. The question 
here, therefore, is to discover the relationship between the in-
ward glory of the beautiful place and the physical activity of the 
fi gures that animate it.

Following the offi cial 1432 decision to use the space within 
the great piers supporting the dome for the sacristies, the fi rst 
to be designed was the Sagrestia delle Messe.29 The com-
mission for the lavabo in this case went to Filippo Brunelle-
schi, architect-in-charge of the whole building. The scholarly 
consensus is that while Brunelleschi was responsible for the 
design, he was much too occupied at this moment with the 
construction of the dome to have carried out the actual carv-
ing.30 Instead, he gave the work over to his adoptive son, the 
young sculptor Andrea di Lazzaro Cavalcanti, known by the 
name of his native town, “il Buggiano”.31 The work was started 
in 1438, two years after the closing of the great dome, and 
fi nished in 1440.

Margaret Haines made the important observation that, up 
to this time, there had never been such an elaborate liturgical 
hand-washing facility in any ecclesiastical building.32 Replac-
ing the usual simple faucet and basin, the new ensemble con-
sists in an impressive marble pedimented temple-front 
aedicula, 292 × 117 cm, or the regular measurements of 5 × 2.5 
Florentine braccia. The very refi ned style has been called 

15) Roman sarcophagus, stone relief, Florence, 
Uffizi Gallery

14) Ground plan, Sta Maria del Fiore, Florence
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“romanico-classica”, that is, antique elements in extenuated 
Romanesque proportions, and structured on an elaborate mo-
dular system, quite typical of Brunelleschi’s designing ap-
proach.33 Based on a substantial plinth of acanthus leaves, the 
façade of the aedicula has half-fi lled fl uted pilasters supporting 
the entablature with a twisted oak-scroll decorating the frieze; 
the tympanum contains a winged putto head. The shallow “in-
terior” has another putto head on the ceiling, and the fore-
shortened side walls show low relief gadrooned vases with 
handles, out of which sprout tall, quite complex “grotesque” or-
naments. The design of the vases was later repeated in the 
intarsia decoration of the sacristy walls [seen in Fig. 19].

The architectural setting thus provides a frame for the 
functional part of the lavabo, that is, the two actual spigots for 
the water. These spouts project above and beyond another 
smaller acanthus base with a drain trough behind and below. 
The bodies of the boys holding the spouts are carved in high-
relief; the wings that rise above their heads are carved in low 
relief on the back wall of the aedicula. The children are seated 
on what seems to be a large goat-skin barrel, of the kind called 
“otre” in Italian and used in the countryside for transporting 
liquids.34 The conceit here is that each boy has one leg bent up 
to push down on the skin to force the water fl ow. The conceit 
then continues in unmistakable, if unexpected fashion, with 
the boys holding the spigots between their widely spread legs 
so that the water running out of the barrel into the spouts seems 
to issue from their own penises. 

As surprising as this image may be, it surely is another 
allusion to antiquity re-conceptualized, one might say, in a typi-
cal Brunelleschian fashion. The source can be seen on a ubiq-
uitous type of Roman sarcophagus and other reliefs showing 
mock bacchanalian scenes in the form of children. An example 
of the ‘erotes’ Bacchanal’ is, in fact, still in the collection of the 
Uffi zi Gallery [Fig. 15], with little winged boys acting out a row-
dy procession, some fi gures crowned, some bareheaded, 
some playing music, one collapsing drunkenly into the arms of 
another, and another stopped in his tracks to urinate.35 The 
rather “stringy”, elongated Florentine ragazzi on the lavabo are 
older and less fl eshy than the ancient putti, and are thereby 
quite appropriate to the “romanico-classica” style of the ae-
dicula itself.36 Meanwhile, the allusion to urination is repeated 
on the second lavabo carved a few years later in the Sagrestia 
dei Canonici.

Il Buggiano started the second lavabo in 1442, but owing 
to a monetary dispute another sculptor, Pagno di Lapo Por-
tigiani, fi nished the job in 1445.37 With certain adjustments, it 
forms a pair with the fi rst lavabo, and shows, in fact, the origi-
nal design of both, that is, affi xed to the wall with the acan-
thus course forming the lower extremity. The pilasters of this 

second temple-front are in a composite order with a fl oriated 
rinceaux punctuated with a fl attened face in the center fi lling 
the frieze. The side walls and ceiling of the interior are carved 
with real putti who struggle to hold on to vigorously interlacing 
vines that sprout upwards in their arms.

The tympanum in this case contains the remarkable bust 
of a female beauty looking somewhat languidly into space with 
slightly parted lips; a small sunfl ower rests on her forehead 
at the part in her hair. She holds a thick, scarf-like drape that 
passes from hand to hand behind her head and fi lls the cor-
ners of the pediment.

The focus of the second relief is again two “spiritelli”, one 
crowned and smiling, one bare-headed and serious, now stand-

16) Four consol figures, stone relief, Florence, Sta Maria 
del Fiore, interior, bay 4
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ing upright. They hold before them, again at groin level, footed 
and gadrooned amphorae from the bodies of which metal wa-
ter spigots protrude.38 The crowned boy puts both hands around 
the neck of his urn, while the other boy holds the handles. The 
urination allusion is a bit less insistent here but nevertheless 
still quite clear.

Although the four fi gures on the two lavabos have not pre-
viously been described in detail, there has always been the im-
plication that they were somewhat outré. Haines related them 
to fi gures of real water spouts (gargolle) documented on the 

exterior of the south tribune of the Duomo as by Ciuffagni and 
Rosso (1420–1421).39 She excuses the exhibitionism of the ex-
terior fi gures because they are in a location “where the bizarre 
was to be expected”. Be that as it may, what is interesting in 
the document is the statement that: “entrambi dovevano raf-
fi gurare un fanciullo che stringesse un otre” [both represent 
a little boy squeezing a leather sack], which indeed gives prec-
edence for the goatskin barrel on the fi rst lavabo from which il 
Buggiano’s boys force water.

The fact is that there was an earlier tradition in the Duomo 
of provocative little boys who display their naked bodies and, 
in particular, their nether regions, inside as well as outside the 
Duomo.40 Supporting the ballatoio of the south side of the fourth 
bay of the nave (that is, the right side facing the tribune), there 
is a series of decorated consoles dating mainly from the late 
1380s, with a number of very obstreperous ragazzini as part of 
the carving [Fig. 16]. Some of these little boys are charming, 
and some are quite demonic.41 For example, on the fourth con-
sol two fi gures are displayed one above the other. In one case, 
the one above is a frontal nude showing genitals developed 
beyond his years; the one below is turned toward the outside 
wall, presenting his well-shaped naked buttocks to the nave.42 

There are also many little fi gures in recklessly playful poses on 
the exterior of the building.43 I suppose it is true that the bizarre 
sexual innuendo of these little boys is lessened by the fact that 
they are high up and far from the eye. However, none of them 
are posed without reason, and as it has been shown, all of 
them allegorize either healthy virtue or apotropaic admonish-
ments to ward off evil spirits and malign powers.44 But in the 
sacristies, where the fi gures are not marginal, and where they 
have a specifi c function that takes place at just about eye level, 
the question remains as to the point of the lavabo reliefs carry-
ing the provocation quite a considerable step further.

We have touched on representations of urination in the 
classical world, namely the standard puer mingens, with or 
without lifting a drape to avoid the spatter. There was also the 
pissing infant as an isolated statue in the round performing as 
a fountain.45 This type probably stemmed from the Hercules 
mingens, which often took the form of an isolated statue said 
to represent the demi-god as drunk and in the act of reliev-
ing himself; other adult members of bacchanalian revelries are 
shown responding in like manner to over-indulgence. During 
the Middle Ages, on the other hand, while defecation appears 
with some frequency in manuscript marginalia and other minor 
arts, there seem to be few images of men or women urinat-
ing.46 At the end of the fourteenth century, however, there sud-
denly appeared a public monument representing male fi gures 
from whose members fl ow an abundance of pseudo-urine. In 
the main square of the town of Lacaune-les-Bains (Tarn, south-

17) «Font dels Pissaïres», upper portion, bronze sculpture, 
Lacaune (Tarn), France. Photo: Courtesy M. Laurent 
Maurel, Bijouterie Maurel, Lacaune
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west France) an ancient fountain of mineral water is capped 
by a centerpiece comprised of four small male nudes facing 
the cardinal points around a central column [Fig. 17]. Each fi g-
ure has a exaggeratedly large, erect penis out of which water 
spews. The water is caught fi rst in a polygonal stone basin, 
and then piped down to four animal-headed spigots that emp-
ty into a second, much larger polygonal basin. The ensemble 
known as the Font dels Pissaïres, was begun in 1399 offi cially 
to glorify the virtues of Lacaune’s waters, known as a source 
of diuretic health since antiquity.47 The origins of this idea were 
Dioscorides and Hippocrates as recorded in the Natural His-

tory of Pliny the Elder, well known to the early humanists.48 
Pliny records the many situations when urine, taken internally 
and used externally, results in a variety of therapeutic conse-
quences. Clearly, the act of urination in the case of the Lacaune 
Font was to be associated with life-giving quality of the sacred 
water.49 This fountain and others that refl ect the same medical 
theories provide the beginning of an insight into the concep-
tual basis for the Florentine lavabo fi gures.

One of the earliest allusions to the positive powers of male 
urine in Italian art is on a Desco da Parto, by Bartolomeo di Fruo-
sino, dated 1428 [Fig. 18], just four years before the lavabos’ 

18) Bartolomeo da Fruosino, «Desco da Parto: il Pisciatore», tempera on panel, 
59 cm diam., New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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19) View of intarsia, Florence, Sta Maria del Fiore, 
Sagrestia delle Messe. 

commission. Like all such objects, this twelve-sided panel serv
ed ritual purposes immediately following the successful birth 
of a child , and an elaborate scene of post-parturition appears 
on the verso.so The obverse shows a nude child kneeling on 
a small earthen podium in the midst of a wood. Wearing a cor
al amulet around his neck to ward off evil , he emphasizes his 
youth by holding two toys, a pinwheel (girandola) , and a thin 
reed hobby-horse, the stem of which passes under his left 
leg. 51 There is an inscription around the rim of the tray giving 
the exact date, 25 April in 1428; a prayer for mothers, "May 
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God grant health to every woman who gives birth and to their 
father[ ... ] may [the child] be born without fatigue or peril ", and 
a phrase that apparently comes from the mouth of the child , 
" I am an infant who lives on a an island (?) and I make piss 
of silver and gold".52 By calling attention to the thin streams 
of precious metal that issue from his penis, he draws atten
tion to their intrinsic value. Several Old Testament passages 
associate silver and gold with strength, purity and righteous
ness, and reference to them would proclaim blessings on the 
new born.s3 Laurence Kanter, along with his suggestion that 
the donor of the Desco was a goldsmith, rightly declares the 
emissions themselves as symbolic of fecundity. 54 The release 
of precious bodily fluids in this case is clearly a sign of deliver
ance, health, and joyful obeisance to God. The action of the 
lavabo figures surely relates to the same meaning. 

This point, in fact, is proven by the differences in design 
between the first and second lavabo, often recognized as 
somewhat more sophisticated and lively than the first.55 The 
Canonici lavabo should be seen as an expansion or at least 
more articulate expression of the conceptual message intend
ed by both. 

In describing the side panels of the first lavabo, I pointed 
out that the design of the elaborately gadrooned vase seen 
there is mirrored in the friezes of the intarsia decoration done 
somewhat later on the chamber's walls [Fig. 19]. Now it be
comes evident that those vases symbolize the Virgin Mary, 
spiritual guardian of the whole building named Santa Maria del 
Fiore. The vase is one of the best known of all of the Marian 
epithets, applied to her as the container of the body of the Lord 
and the vessel of every possible virtue. 56 The design of those 
gadrooned vases is now transferred to and given prominence 
on the Canonici lavabo, becoming one of the most salient 
features in the high relief. The Mary/vases, held between the 
spiritelli's legs, conduits for water, extend the epithet to match 
that intoned by St. Bernard of Clairvaux: Mary as aqueduct. In 
his sermon on the Nativity of Virgin , Bernard describes Mary 
as the aqueduct that brings the living water of Christ to hu
manity.57 This glorious identification was later further extended 
by Bernard 's great Franciscan follower, St. Bonaventure, who 
named Mary herself as the Holy Fountain.ss 

But as pertinent as these metaphors are for recognizing 
the Virgin 's role in the ensemble, they do not explain why the 
boys should give the impression of urinating. And as strange 
as it seems, there is only one possible explanation: their action 
defines the water pouring forth as "divine fecundity". 

We have touched on the interpretation of urine as the equi
valent of water as a life-sustaining force. Another ramification 
of this idea is the belief that urine is identical to semen, the true 
giver of life (and both coming from the same source).59 Classi-
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cal mythology gave a precedent to urine’s generative power in 
the story of the birth of Orion. In their gratitude to the solitary 
Hyrieus for his hospitality, Poseidon (his father), Zeus, and 
Hermes together urinated into an animal skin. The skin thereby 
fecundated, after some months produced Orion.60 As I implied, 
the production of water from the otre on which the fi rst pair of 

spiritelli sit, may indeed refer to this act of fecundation. Pliny 
provides further assurance of the conceptual relationship of 
urine and semen. He says:

Urine, too, has been the subject not only of numerous the-
ories with authors, but of various religious observances as 

20) Lorenzo Lotto, «Venus and Cupid», oil on canvas, c. 1540, 92.4 × 111.4 cm, New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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well. For instance, the urine of eunuchs, they say, is highly 
benefi cial as a promoter of fruitfulness in females.61 

A deliberate, expression of this notion comes to Italian 
painting only in the early sixteenth century (about 1525) when 
Lorenzo Lotto paints his magnifi cent epithalamium, the so-
called Venus and Cupid in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
[Fig. 20]. Here, a laughing, even leering winged and crowned 
puer mingens shoots his stream through a marriage wreath on 
to the ‘venus mound’ of a reclining female nude. She wears 
a wedding crown and jewelry, touches her own breast, and 
holds the ribbon that holds the wreath through which the smil-
ing putto takes aim. It is easy to see his urinary (or seminal) gift 
would have been considered as having a “talismanic function” 
to the owner of the painting, helping to endow his compliant, 
nubile bride with sublime fertility.62 

It is the image of the lavabo as a whole, however, that re-
veals the underlying concept of Divine Fecundity, and in par-
ticular the fecundity of the Virgin Mary. The symbolism starts at 
the top of the Canonici lavabo with the fi gure in the tympanum. 
Maria Grazia Ciardi Dupré dal Poggetto was the fi rst to see 
the symbolic nature of this bust, proposing her identifi cation 
as “the Earth, generator of life”.63 Were this to be true, there 
could already be a reference to the Virgin, who, although infre-
quently, was called Terra bona, Terra fl orida, Terra fructuosa, 
plenissima, and so on.64 However, ordinarily depictions of the 
Earth (or Gaia, Gea, Tellus, or Terra Mater), at least in classical 
art, are complete fi gures shown in a semi-reclining position, 
wearing sheaves of wheat and holding cornucopias [Fig. 21], 
seen from the front, or [Fig. 43] from the back.65 It is true that 

the tympanum bust wears a little sunfl ower in the middle of her 
forehead that could refer to earthly fl ora. But even this detail 
usually alludes to Christ himself through his epithet as the Sol 
Invictus. 

While the cloth veil the tympanum bust holds out with both 
hands has no exact prototype, it is nevertheless in some ways 
similar to several classical motifs. The fi rst is the male bust-
length fi gure of Uranus (or Ouranus, or Caelus), who holds a bil-
 low ing veil over his head representing the sky.66 Any number of 
female fi gures, usually maenads or goddesses including Ve-
nus, have such wind-blown veils, although usually held with 
only one hand. Venus herself, however, has another character-
istic gesture that gives her a two-handed pose: that is at her 
own birth, coming from the sea and wringing out wet hair on 
both sides of her head; in other words, the gesture of Anadyo-
mene. We see the hair-ringing type combined with the billow-
ing veil, for example, in a fourth-century mosaic in the Musée 
Archéologique, Timgad, Algeria [Fig. 22].67 

The tympanum fi gure is somewhat different from all the 
prototypes, and thus quite original. The reason is that she has 
a more specifi c meaning related directly to the Virgin. The cru-
cial detail is the right hand: as opposed to the left, the fi ngers 
of which are all extend, the right holds the drape with only the 
thumb and fi rst two fi ngers raised. This gesture, the traditional 
one in Italian for counting “one, two, three”, designates the Trin-
ity. The connection here is explained in a profoundly moving 
passage by Dante Alighieri in the Divina Comedia:

Però se ’l caldo amor la Chiara vista
de la prima virtù dispone e segna,

21) «La Terra», fresco, Roman wall painting, Rome, 
catacomb on the Via Latina, cubiculum

22) «Venus Anadyomene with Nereids», late Antique 
Roman mosaic, Algeria, Timgad, Archaeological Museum
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tutta la perfezion quivi s’acquista.
Così fu fatta già la terra degna
di tutta l’animal perfezione;
così fu fatta la Vergine pregna;
sì ch’io commendo tua oppinïone,
che l’umana natura mai non fue
né sia qual fu in quelle due persone

[Yet, if the fervent Love (the Holy Ghost) disposes and im-
prints the clear Vision (the Son, second person of the Trinity) of 
the primal Power (God), complete perfection is there acquired. 
Thus was the dust (terra) once made fi t for the full perfection 
of a living creature (Adam, man), thus was the Virgin (Eva–Ave) 
made to be with child; so that I approve your opinion that hu-
man nature never was, nor shall be, what it was in those two 
persons. (Words put into the mouth of St. Thomas Aquinas: 
Paradiso, Canto XIII, 79–84)].68

In this way, we are led through the various stages of the 
composition to an understanding of the gifts that Mary brings. 
In all her modesty, she stands behind each phase of the wa-
tery offerings issuing from the lavabos. The priest cleanses 
his hands, as he does several times during the ceremony of 
vesting for Holy Mass, in the effl ux of a liquid that emanates 
from the Holy Font (Christ), emitted through the ambiguities 
and complexities of divine (winged)/human nature (all requi-
site physical functions): the spiritelli pisciatori. The nexus in 
making the gifts available is the presence and protection of 
the sanctifi ed Aqueduct, the Blessed Virgin Mary. The spiritelli 
of the sacristies of the Florentine Duomo, both joyous at the 
prospects of salvation and grave in their responsibilities, of-
fer “divine fecundity” to be shared by the worshipper, the cel-
ebrant, and the hosts of heaven.

Divine Love 

It is with this same attitude of open-minded understanding 
that we must approach the next image, one that at fi rst seems to 
stretch the notion of physical spirituality beyond the credible. 

23) Bernardino Luini, «Infant Christ, Infant St, John the 
Baptist, and the Lamb», c. 1525, oil transferred to wood, 
75.8 × 57.5 cm, Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada. Photo: 
With permission of the National Gallery of Canada

24) Bernardino Luini, «Infant Christ, Infant St, John the 
Baptist, and the Lamb», digital reconstruction by Author

23

24
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25) Luca Signorelli , «Second Visitation», oil on wood, 
70 em diam., c. 1510, Berlin, Staatliche Museen. 

26) Sandra Botticelli , «Madonna and Child with the Infant 
St. John», 1490-1495, tempera on canvas, 134 x 92 em, 
Florence, Galleria Palatina, Palazzo Pitti. 

This is a painting by Bernardino Luini (c. 1480- 1532) that shows 
the Christ Child and the Infant St. John the Baptist in a very 
ambiguous relationship with the Lamb of God [Figs. 23, 24] .69 

Before the discussion begins, I should say that I suspect the 
painting was cropped on the left side when it was transferred to 
canvas about 1927, and that this loss removed a portion of its 
religious meaning, as will become evident. I therefore have 
digitally reconstructed what I believe to be the original shape. 
To balance the composition , I assumed a new center and add
ed a margin on the left approximately equal to that on right. 
This assumption involves adding a third flower which I ac
complished by copying the one on the right, reversing it and 
inserting it on the leftJO 

The combination of Christ and John as children responds 
to a theme I studied at length early in my career.71 The study 
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tried to answer the question of why, in the Renaissance, the 
Baptist was represented as an infant or a youth when his only 
appearance in the Bible is from the time of his maturity when 
he recognized Jesus at the Jordan. For centuries John was 
depicted as a haggard, bearded hermit, wearing camel 's skin 
raiment, preaching at the Jordan and admonishing the peo· 
pie to repent. He was often shown carrying a banderole with 
the words he is said to have uttered upon recognizing Christ 
among the crowd: Ecce Agnus Dei, ecce qui to/lit peccata 
mundi (Behold the Lamb of God, who takes away the sins of this 
world, John 1 :29) .72 The answer came through a study of apoc
ryphal stories of John's childhood, developed in Aramaic and 
Greek sources and circulated around the Mediterranean during 
the Middle Ages. By the fourteenth century these tales arrived in 
Italy, where John's entire life appeared as a continuous narrative 
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27) Leonardo da Vinci, «Madonna of the Rocks», 
1495–1508, oil on panel, 189 × 120 cm, London, 
National Gallery

28) After Leonardo, «Infant Christ and Infant John the 
Baptist Kissing», pen and ink, red chalk, The Royal 
Collection, Windsor Castle, 12328

29) Bernardino Luini, «The Holy Family», oil on wood, 
100 × 81 cm, Madrid, Galería Nacional del Prado. Photo: 
With permission of the G. N. del Prado

28

29
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in vernacular Italian. Here, a range of encounters between the 
two cousins as infants and as youths are described as occur-
ring long before their public missions began. Most signifi cant 
was the story of their meeting when the Holy Family was re-
turning from Egypt through the “desert” where John had been 
living alone since the age of seven. During this encounter, Je-
sus described their mutual destiny, after which Giovannino, 
that is the child John, became the true Precursor and herald of 
Christ’s sacrifi ce.73 

By the second half of the fi fteenth century, particularly in 
Florence, but also in other Italian centers, not only was every 
phase of the narrative incorporated into the visual repertory 

but also elements of the story were abstracted into non-narra-
tive, devotional images. In one of the early meetings the Infant 
St. John (six months Christ’s senior), asks his mother St. Eliza-
beth to take him to see his cousin “before he leaves his crib”. 
This incident, which I named the “Second Visitation”, is repre-
sented in Signorelli’s Tondo [Fig. 25], c. 1509–1513, where 
both boys are shown as infants, while John performs his adult 
role as Baptist.74 Other images show the new-born Christ Child 
lying on the ground or as a babe in his mother’s arms, with 
John shown as the boy in camel skin at the later time of their 
meeting in the desert.75 Botticelli extended this proleptic allu-
sion by introducing elements of the Passion, as in his compo-

30) Leonardo da Vinci, «St. John the Baptist», oil on panel, 
69 × 57 cm, Paris, Musée du Louvre. Photo: Réunion des 
Musées Nationaux / Art Resource, NY

31) After Leonardo da Vinci, «Angel of the Annunciation», 
ink and red chalk, detail, 20.2 cm high, Windsor Castle, 
inv. No. 12564
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sition of the Madonna holding the Christ Child in a pose 
reminiscent of the “descent from the Cross”, in front of John’s 
staff transformed into a long-stemmed cross [Fig. 26]. Leon-
ardo da Vinci took up the “meeting” episode, not as a narrative 
but as a theme, incorporating it in his painting of the Madonna 
of the Rocks [Fig. 27], where the infant Baptist under Mary’s 
protection venerates the infant Jesus.76 Leonardo’s interest in 
the interaction of the children, with or without the parents, re-
mained throughout his career and is documented in a long 
series of drawings. One of these sketches, which remains only 
in a copy [Fig. 28], became the progenitor of a singular motif: 
two quite young babies, both precisely the same age, greeting 

each other in a loving embrace. They are both equally presci-
ent in their mutual recognition, and equally advanced physi-
cally in their ability to sit up unsupported and hold poses.77 

That Bernardino Luini was well-aware of Leonardo’s motif is 
seen in his Holy Family with St. John [Fig. 29], which shows 
further dependence on Leonardo in the protective gesture of 
Mary’s arm, recalling the same fi gure in the Madonna of the 
Rocks.78 

The Ottawa painting takes it place in this tradition but situ-
ates the boys in quite new circumstances. All adults are gone 
and Giovannino Battista, Jesus, joined by a lamb, stand in 
a grassy opening in a darkling grove. Both children are about 

32) Byzantine artist, «The Soul of St. John the Baptist 
before God», wood, 1490–1510, Florence, Galleria 
dell’Accademia. Photo: Soprintendenza Speciale per 
il Patrimonio storico, Artistico ed Etnoantropologico 
e per il Polo Museale Fiorentino

33) Leonardo da Vinci (overdrawn by Salai ?), 
«Angel in the Flesh», mixed chalk, 25.7 × 19 cm, 
Private Collection, Germany
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two years old, shown without haloes, and are completely nude. 
The grey-colored lamb is between them, with Christ at its head 
and John at its rear. Both boys express affection for the animal: 
Christ grasps his wool with one hand while hugging him under 
the neck with the other. John takes fi sts full of wool, one hand 
on the back, the other on the side. Christ engages the specta-
tor with his glance; John looks smilingly at Christ.79 The lamb is 
as immature as the boys with little horns that have just begun 
to grow. The grove is closed at the back with a thick weave of 
long pointed leaves and two (possibly three, according to my 
reconstruction) yellow/orange fl owers, one directly over the 
lamb’s head, the other(s) at the margins. There is a circular 
mound marked in the grass the back edge of which is touched 
by one of Christ’s feet. The lamb’s left foreleg steps near the 
center of the circle. A series of leafy plants line the lower edge 
of the foreground.

On the face of it, this is an image of two little boys playing 
affectionately with a docile animal in a garden.80 Then again, 
they can be recognized as two holy beings, one divine, and 
one a sanctifi ed prophet who predicted the other’s sacred role 
while they were both in utero.81 Nor is the lamb a “real” animal. 
It is also Christ, the personifi cation of John’s prophetic cry 
“Ecce agnus Dei…”. This is the same Lamb defi ned again by 
St. John the Evangelist in the Book of Revelations [5:6–12], 
the holocaust victim to be understood as Christ himself in his 
salvifi c transcendence. They have entered a magic circle to-
gether, reifying the leafy grove as a sanctuary.

At the same time, the artist has arranged a physical rela-
tionship between the lamb and the boys that is very precise 
but rather peculiar. Christ’s straight right leg is placed between 
the two front legs of the lamb. John, who bends slightly at the 
waist, also steps forward with his left leg between the lamb’s 
hind legs. While the long tail of the lamb is lowered next to 
John’s left calf, John’s genitals come perilously close to the 
animal’s anus. Once this juxtaposition has been observed, there 
is almost no way to overlook it. I therefore, somewhat reluc-
tantly, suggest that the usual iconography of Divine Love be-
tween the Infant Baptist and the Savior is nested here in an 
allusion to sodomy in the Biblical sense.82 In other words, Luini 
makes reference to an “unnatural act” as a wholly naturalistic 
form of divine love.83 

To understand how this remarkable idea might have been 
spawned it would be helpful to know something of the context in 
which the image was created. Unfortunately, we know nothing 
about the commission, and only a little about Luini himself. We 
know he was born in Dumenza (near Varese, Lombardy), that 
he probably studied with Ambrogio Bergognone, and moved 
to Milan about 1512.84 While there is no documentation of his 
involvement in Leonardo’s entourage, the plethora of Leonard-

esque motifs in his works has brought universal agreement to 
the probability that he was privy to the artistic repertory and 
professional exchanges that took place in that elite shop.85 If 
so, he participated in an ambient of a certain character that 
only in recent times has been dealt with in an open and forth-
right manner. Carlo Pedretti was among the fi rst to defi ne the 
uninhibited ambience of Leonardo’s group, and he did so with 
fearless precision.86 Focusing on the high level of shared in-
tellectual pursuits and aesthetic empathy, Pedretti revealed 
the explicitly erotic behavior of Leonardo himself and of his 
cohorts.87 Their professional rapport, their symbiotic painting 
styles, their effete social life and explicit sexual display were 
the essence of their activities. 

Nothing exemplifi es this group’s behavior more succinctly 
than the complex of drawings, paintings and copies that per-
tain to Leonardo’s panel of John the Baptist [Fig. 30]. Because 
of the fi gure’s androgynous and fey appearance, the painting 
has been subjected to harsh criticism, being called “obscene”, 
“a creature of dubious sex” and everything in between.88 The 
isolated half-fi gure looms out of darkness without connotations 
of narrative or setting. Mats of hair engulf the head and throw 
deep-set eyes into wells of shadow. The heavenly light that 
replaces a halo illuminates and emphasizes the alluring gaze 
and, most particularly, the fl exible, smiling mouth. The body 
has an air of nudity although it is loosely wrapped in the tradi-
tional tunica exomis of the desert hermit, slung from one shoul-
der and passing under the other. Leaning forward, he drops 
his right shoulder, crossing his arm over his chest in an arc 
with the hand raised to point directly upward.89 Kenneth Clark 
noted that Leonardo had tried out this composition, including 
the smile, the dress, and the pointing motif, in the form of an 
Angel of the Annunciation [Fig. 31].90 In transferring the motif 
to the Baptist, he changed the position of the right arm but re-
tained its meaning of indicating the divine source of the mes-
sage.91 

The relationship of the Baptist to an angel, however, goes 
far beyond such surface similarities, for it is based on dogma. 
Christ names John as his “messenger”, using the Greek word 
άγγελος. In Latin, the line reads angelum meum (Matthew 11:10), 
which in fact quotes Malachi 3:1, whose Hebrew name also 
means messenger. The Church Fathers exploited this play on 
words, and in their lists of titles praising the Baptist they call 
him “an angel, elect among angels”. On this basis, in Byzantine 
art, John is frequently depicted with wings [Fig. 32].92 Leonardo 
made the same identifi cation, but did so without creating a hy-
brid being. With the elements of youth, physical softness, and, 
above all, sweet sensitive emotion – the very qualities that make 
the fi gure objectionable to many modern critics – he portrays 
John in angelic guise. 
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In 1991 Carlo Pedretti published an astonishing new link 
in this chain: a drawing that repeats almost line for line the 
angel in the Windsor drawing, but expanded in a most amaz-
ing manner [Fig. 33].93 With increased androgyny, the head is 
surrounded by more masses of curling hair. It is tilted more 
provocatively; the mouth has a broader smile; the hands still 
support the diaphanous drape and upward pointing gesture; 
there is even a hint of a wing above and to the right of the 
shoulder. But more important, the view of the torso is extended 
downward – and now includes a completely exposed, erect 
penis. While the visible drawing seems to be that of a copyist 
(Salai, Leonardo’s favorite, has been suggested), and the sur-
face sorely disturbed by over-drawing and attempts to rub out 
the penis, Pedretti sees Leonardo’s own hand in the spring-
ing, curling hair, and therefore his participation in the design. 
Although he calls the drawing “ugly” in the extreme, and “a 
blasphemous mockery on the theme of sexual excitement”, he 
admits that “here beauty and ugliness were meant to coexist, 
just as intellect and fl esh must go together”. 

I wish to look beyond this ambivalence and take seriously 
the possibility of a continuous spiritual thread that binds these 
images together. Pedretti himself presents the evidence for such 
a notion. He brings together a number of drawings and annota-
tions, some anatomical, some comic, some serious, all con-
cerning the admirable function and properties of the male 
member. He refers to a note entitled “Della verga” (on the pe-
nis), in which Leonardo declares that the member should not be 
hidden away but always exposed “come ministro [...] dell’uma-
na specie” (like the minister of the human species).94 

In this vein, he gives all three fi gures the same gesture, 
pointing upward to convey the news that the second member 
of the Trinity will come to earth as a physical being. The Angel 
Gabriel brings news of the incarnation itself. John the Baptist 
smiles with the “joy of the bridegroom’s friend”, who knows 
the Savior has come. It is possible, then, that Leonardo contin-
ued this thought and confl ated these messengers, putting the 

34) Leonardo da Vinci, «Virgin and Child with St. Anne», 
detail, Paris, Musée du Louvre

35) Detail of Fig. 23: plants
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power of the incarnation into the physical form of an angel that 
includes the very instrument of insemination. 

This was the environment in which Bernardino Luini devel-
oped his personal style, itself saturated with undercurrents of 
sensuality in both his secular and religious paintings.95 While 
he created the Ottawa composition several years after Leonar-

do’s death (1519), it still shows strong affi nities with the mas-
ter’s ideas. The physical rapport of John and the lamb in fact in 
some ways echoes aspects of the painted version of Leonardo’s 
St. Anne composition.96 There, the fi gure of the Infant St. John 
is replaced by a lamb, which the Christ Child grasps by its 
ears and attempts to mount by throwing one leg over its neck 
[Fig. 34].97 Yet the differences in the Ottawa painting are great 
enough to make us ask what particular ideas stimulated the 
specifi c form Luini gave this by now highly complex subject?

We are assisted in this endeavor by the fl oral details Luini 
provided in the background and at the bottom of the composi-
tion [Fig. 35]. Like so many Renaissance painters, Luini was 
a master botanist and his representations make identifi cation 
of the plants fairly easy. All the plants have well-established 
meanings. Behind the fi gures, in the woven web of pointed 
leaves are blooms of the Sword-lily. Members of the iris family, 
these lilies are known to have Passion symbolism, very spe-
cifi cally referring to the piercing of Christ’s side on the cross. 
Moreover, if I am correct and there were originally three blos-
soms, symmetrically placed, they would have also alluded to 
the Trinity. This very mystery appeared on earth for the fi rst 
time at the moment of Christ’s baptism, often referred to as the 
“unbloody passion”, and therefore would be relevant also to 
the fi gure of St. John”.98 

37. «Marriage of Queen Mandrake and Christ», Munich, 
Clm 5118, 12th century

36. «Correct Uprooting of a Mandrake by a Dog», from 
Herbarius des Pseudo-Apuleius, Corpus Medicorum 
Latinorum IV, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, 
Ms 2644, fol. 40
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The smaller plants that form a proscenium across the 
foreground continue these proleptic themes. Starting at the 
right, there is a verdant and fl ourishing clump of violets, with 
circular leaves and a few very dark fl owers (quite diffi cult to 
see in the reproduction). This plant frequently symbolizes 
mildness and constancy. This particular representation of 

39) Detail of Fig. 38

the plant, however, with its dark and sober fl owers, refers to 
the other meaning of violets, namely death. The same can be 
said of the adjacent plant, only a few leaves of which are show-
ing. The leaves themselves and the tiny, again almost invis-
ible, blue blooms, can be recognized as geranium, a plant that 
summons thoughts of melancholy.99 They thus join the other 
plants in paralleling the Infant John’s prophesy and the lamb’s 
symbolic meaning. 

Further to the left are greenling shoots that rise upward 
from an underground bulb.100 They are either garlic or chives 
(which are of the same family) the signifi cance of which relates 
to the next plant, the most telling of all – a mandrake lean-
ing leftward, just under the fi gure of the baby Baptist. A short-
stemmed member of the Solanaceous family, the mandrake 
is a narcotic herb rich in symbolism in both the Eastern and 
Western worlds.101 Its pertinence here stems from two aspects 
of its history. One is the fatal power given to it in Classical 
times, as described by Pliny (quoting Theophrastus): “the 
mandrake is chthonic and devilish, a soporifi c and poison if 
uprooted incorrectly [Fig. 36]”.102 Since the time of the Odys-
sey, the wearing of (or eating) garlic or members of the family 
was thought to ward off the evil threatened by the mandrake; 
hence the juxtaposition of the two plants.

The second part of the mandrake’s history is its reinterpre-
tation by Christian writers: the homunculus shape – truncated 
top and forked at the root – made it possible for the mandrake 
to bode either good or evil. The great mystic, Abbess Hildegard 
von Bingen (1098–1179), in her “botanical” treatise (Physica) 
described it as such:

38) «Marriage of the Lamb» (Apocalypse), Reims Missal, 
1275–1300, St. Petersburg, Russian National Library, Lat. 
Q, v, I, 78, fols 189v–190r
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The mandrake drew forth from the same seed out of which 
Adam was created and to some extent its shape resem-
bles that of man. Such is the plant...amenable to the infl u-
ence of the devil [...] thus also a man can conjure up with 
it... either good or ill, as was once the case with idols.103 

These characteristics were applied by many authors 
through out the Middle Ages, centering mainly in commentar-
ies on two biblical passages, both of which relate to sexual at-
traction and fertility. The fi rst is from Genesis (30: 16–17), when 
Leah used the mandrake as a love potion to bring Jacob back 

to her bed, producing a son but causing strife in the family.104 
The second passage is in the Canticle of Canticles, appearing 
as part of the bride’s encomium of her passionate devotion to 
her lover:

The mandrakes give a smell. In our gates are all fruits: the 
new and the old, my beloved, I have kept for thee (Cant. 
7:13)

In his Commentary on the Canticles, Honorius of Autun 
(1080–1137), develops the idea of marital relationship, describ-
ing a kind of drama in which Queen Mandragola represents 
evil disbelievers. Being headless, she can not see that the 
Messiah has already come. Christ then takes the queen as his 
bride and he crowns her with a likeness of his own head to 
make a place for her in his retinue” [Fig. 37].105 

This interpretation was shared by most of the later writ-
ers, including Egidio Colonna [known as Aegidius Romanus, 
c.1243–1316]:

Note well that the mandrake is an herb whose root has limbs 
like a man, but it has no head. This signifi es the Jews who 
are still without a head. But at the end of days when they 
receive the word and the fragrance of the Church, they will 
breathe the sweet order of their longing and their longing 
will be to unite themselves with Christ the head.106 

It is through the ambivalent interpretations of the man-
drake that the plant takes its place in the painting. The plant’s 
identifi cation with sexual love is shown to be both exciting and 
dangerous. At the same time, its meaning as sweet longing for 
union with Christ is transmitting from the Baptist to the Savior 
through the Lamb. St. John’s self-identifi cation as the “Friend 

40) Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, «The Young 
St John the Baptist with a Ram», oil on canvas, 
129 × 94 cm, c. 1600, Rome, Musei Capitolini

41) Garden sculpture, cement, Azienda Lischi Srl, 
via Pontina km 24, Rome
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of the Bridegroom” (John 3, 29) – the essential New Testament 
reference to the Old Testament Canticle – leaves no question 
that the smile young John wears here is “the smile of the bride-
groom’s friend”.107 

On rare occasions in visual art, the Lamb partakes of this 
same tradition. In the account of the apocalyptic vision in the 
Book of Revelations, where the immolated Lamb is explicitly 
equated to Christ, Jesus’s marriage or union with the Godhead 
is described:

Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honor to him: for the 
marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made 
herself ready. And to her was granted that she should be 
arrayed in fi ne linen, clean and white: for the fi ne linen is 
the righteousness of saints. And he saith unto me, Write, 
Blessed are they which are called unto the marriage sup-
per of the Lamb. And he saith unto me, These are the true 
sayings of God. (Rev. 19, 7–9)108

This enactment is illuminated in many manuscripts with 
scenes at the wedding feast where the crowned wife/bride and 
Lamb hold each other close in various ways. In some cases, the 
bride receives a ring; in some they embrace. But in a few, such as 
the late thirteenth-century Reims manuscript today in Moscow, 
the couple is represented in a mouth-to-mouth kiss [Fig. 38 and 
Fig. 39]. This human/animal expression of union is hardly less 
unnatural than the image in Luini’s painting and deeply related 
to it. Both are visual forms of the Mystic Marriage, and both 
serve as aids to understanding a mystery. There is no doubt 
that the suggestion of an act of divine bestiality is disquieting. 
But as Luini portrays it, it is no more disquieting than the image 
of a woman kissing an animal on the mouth as an expression 
of boundless, unrestricted devotion and love of God.

Luini’s persuasive naturalism makes it diffi cult to remem-
ber that the lamb in this case is not an animal; it is the incarna-
tion of the words of the adult Baptist at the Jordan’s edge at the 
moment he miraculously recognized the Savior. The theology 
of the Agnus Dei makes the Lamb identical with Christ. The 
intimacy of the baby prophet is thus directed to the object of 
his prediction. Moreover, the representation is not one of anal 
penetration, but of physical nearness. John loves the Lamb 
that is Christ. He, like the mandrake, supersedes evil. And like 
the mandrake, he is the Jew who has been given a head and, 
therefore as the last of the Old Testament prophets and the fi rst 
of the New, knows the “true sayings of God”. The key to the 
meaning of the painting is thus the long history of discussion, 
analysis, and promulgation of the sexual love described in the 
Song of Songs as the means for understanding the love of 
God and God’s love for his creatures.

This history provides precedence for Luini’s startlingly di-
rect visual representation. The small size of the painting and its 
unique subject matter implies that it was made for the private 
contemplation. Viewing the painting, the commissioner and his 
companions would have understood the deep parallel between 
physical and spiritual union. This understanding ultimately led 
to other smiling images of the youthful St. John, sexually appeal-
ing and loving to the animal embodiment of Christ’s sa crifi ce 
as presented more than a hundred years later by Caravaggio 
[Fig. 40].109 These images are no less suggestive and beguiling 
in presenting the sheer joy of devotional love than the painting 
by Bernardino Luini. 

Posteriora mea

I cannot leave the realm of Luini’s accent on hindquarters 
without noticing that in the course of the sixteenth century in 
Italy, views of the human buttocks multiplied exponentially.110 
I will explore briefl y the expressive use of back views of various 
fi gures turned into the picture space, whether with their faces 
averted or looking back over their shoulders, whether in reli-
gious or secular settings. The challenge here is reading what 
we now call “body language” to gain deeper understanding of 
the visual function of the inversion. Observing the display of 
back parts leads also to a consideration of views from below, 
designed to expose the areas around and below the glutei. 

Starting at the end of my observations, I note that in the 
early 1570s, Titian employed the posterior motif in one of his 
most mysterious compositions, known as, among other titles, 
the Nymph and the Shepherd [Fig. 42]. The issue here is wheth-
er his choice of the view from behind had an ulterior motiva-
tion.

Back views were still somewhat rare but certainly not new 
in Titian’s time. Antique art had many set cases where female 
fi gures, most frequently seated or reclining Nereids, Naiads, the 
goddess Terra Mater (whom we have seen before [Fig. 43]), 
and infrequently the sleeping Ariadne, were routinely repre-
sented from behind.111 The one type that made something of 
an issue of the back view is the semi-draped so-called Venus 
Kallipygosi, or Venus of the Beautiful Buttocks, the best pre-
served example of which is the Farnese marble [Fig. 44].112 
Medieval views of rumps as such are often seen in obscene 
manuscript marginalia or architectural sculpture, as in the little 
trecento goblin-consol in the vault of the Duomo of Florence 
[Fig. 16].113 But there are also fi gures turned away from the 
spectator for more objective reasons. The neutral inverted fi g-
ure appears, again for the fi rst post-classical time, in Giotto’s 
work, in particular cases where he shows fi gures seated 
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around a table or in the choir of a church with the backwards 
view adding to the sense of depth [Fig. 45]. Another instance 
appears where the most important character, such as the Vir-
gin in an image of the Assumption, faces forward, and the fi g-

ure of lesser rank, in this case St. Thomas, is shown from 
behind.114 Piero della Francesca showed a number of fi gures 
turned inward, but none more arresting than the tiny turbaned 
man in his panel of the Flagellation of Christ [Fig. 46]. This 

42) Tiziano Vecellio, «Nymph and Shepherd», oil on canvas, 149.6 × 187 cm (cut on both sides), 1570–1575, Vienna, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum. Photo: Erich Lessing / Art Resource
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character is anonymous because of his backwards pose but 
clearly meant to designate a Muslim adversary of Christ, less 
operative but no less foreign than the gentile Roman judge 
Pilate seated on his sedia gestatoria. 11 5 

Later in the Quattrocento in the hands of Bernardino Pin
toricchio (c. 1454-1513) the reversed figure took on moralizing 
weight. In the early 1480s, Pintoricchio was commissioned to 
fresco the mortuary chapel of Niccolo Bufalini in Santa Maria in 
Aracoeli , Rome. His task was to paint a life cycle of Bernardino 
Albizzeschi , known as San Bernardino da Siena (d. 1444), 
founder and general of the Observant Franciscans. Almost 
every episode painted in the chapel alludes to one or more of 
the charismatic preacher's famous sermons, which were fre
quently based on his own life experiences.116 The scene in the 
left wall lunette shows a large group of Sienese citizens, before 
whom a discussion is taking place. Two elders listen to an el
egantly dressed young man with his back to the picture plane, 
pointing emphatically with his extended right arm [Fig. 47]. 
The object of this gesture is a beautiful youth, wrapped rather 
ostentatiously in the goatskin of a pilgrim, standing in the wil
derness reading a book. The boy is Albizzeschi himself when 
he was a young student of jurisprudence and classics, who 
early in his career entered the "desert" outside the city of Siena 
to follow the teachings of St. Jerome. The focus of the scene is 
the interplay between the two youths: the pointing boy accus
es the "pilgrim", perhaps of defamation, turning his voluptuous 
backside to the spectator as a branch of fig is miraculously 
juxtapased to his arm and identifies him as a lustful person 
(see Genesis 3, 7).117 The scholarly Bernardino, who is already 
haloed, ignores him as he meditates. At the foot of the hillock 
below his feet, among several plants, is an arisaro, or "friar's 
cowl" (the same in English, but more commonly "jack-in-the 
pulpit"), the floral indication of Bernardino's future role as 
a preaching friar. 11 8 In later years, in fact, San Bernardino 
preached a famous sermon called L:abominabile peccato della 
maladetta soddomia recalling such a Sienese "sodomite" who 
made advances toward him in his youth. 11 9 

While the fifteenth-century artists were timid about apply
ing such innuendos to the backsides of women, they had little 
compunction about representing them in frontal views. 120 In the 
classical manner, the reclining female reappears, first clothed 
(Botticelli) , then semi-nude (Piero di Cosima), and finally com
pletely nude in Giorgione's splendid Sleeping Venus (and Cu
pid) in Dresden.121 A long-acc~pted idea is that Giorgione was 
responsible for turning the female around, buttocks to the front. 
This speculation is based on the ubiquitous notion of a "lost" 
drawing by Giorgione said to be the source of a small print of 
"una nuda tratta da Zorzi, stesa e volta" [a nude dependent 
on Giorgione, reclining and turned back to front] .122 The motif 

43) «La Terra», Roman clipeata sarcophagus, detail, 
early 3rd century, Rome, Musei Capitolini. Photo: DAI 
Rom 1934.0290. 

44) «Venus Kallipygosi», marble sculpture, Naples, 
Museo Archaeologico, Collezione Farnese. 
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appeared almost simultaneously in works by two engravers, 
the priority of which remains in question. Of these, arbitrarily, 
I dis-cuss fi rst the strange print by Marcantonio Raimondi. I 
do so mainly because his version is not isolated but 
incorporated into a larger iconographical context, mis-titled 
by Bartsch The Dream 

45) Giotto di Bondone, «Last Supper», fresco, Padua,
Scrovegni Chapel

46) Piero della Francesca, «The Flagellation of Christ»
(detail), tempera (and oil?) on wood, c. 1458, Urbino, 
Palazzo Ducale, Galleria Nazionale delle Marche

47) Bernardino Pintoricchio, «Debate of Young Bernardino
Albizzeschi» (San Bernardino of Siena), detail, fresco, 
Rome, Sta Maria in Aracoeli, Bufallini Chapel, left wall, 
lunette
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of Raphael; it should be called more properly The Nightmare 
[Fig. 48]). The engraving is said to date after the artist’s arrival 
in Venice in 1507.123 It is frequently related to Giorgione via 
the engraving by Giulio Campagnola (the second of the pair), 
which Marcanatonio would have seen at the home of Pietro 
Bembo. At this point in his career, Marcantonio was perfectly 
capable of inventing the motif himself, and in some ways, if this 
were true, it would be the ideal transition to female inversion 
since the composition includes two nude women, one fac-
ing forward and one facing back. Moreover, the ethos of what 
is shown is about as far removed as anything could be from 
what we may surmise was that of Giorgione. It is, I venture to 
say, one of the more disturbing images in the history of art, 
and I must admit to having a problem looking at it while I write 
these lines. 

The two women, whoever they are, lie facing each other on 
a slanting shelf of rock at the edge of a body of water. They 
seem less asleep than what would be called today “drugged 
out”. Their muscles are taut; their bodies fl exed at the waist, 
their chins spasmodically pull ed up. They are approached from 
the right by a miniature monster in the form of a thinly disguised, 
stinger-tailed, penis with a mouth drooling nettles. Three other 
creatures of equally disgusting form surpass Bosch in the un-
relenting ugliness of graphically defi ned combined body 
parts.124 The mise-en-scène is depressing: a murkily still la-
goon; burning houses with unclothed stick fi gures struggling 
to get in and out. Lightning fl ashes as escape boats head to-
ward a background city of canals and windows lighted like un-
blinking eyes. The women in the fore ground seem to have 
been expelled from the dungeon-like building behind them. 
They lie inert, vulnerable to the penal wasp that is about to at-
tack and make them pay for the licentious indulgence that re-
sulted in their stupor. Trying to associate the scene with 
Giorgione, much less references to such classical themes as 
the Maidens of Lavinium, Iphis and Ianthe, or Hecuba and her 
dream, seem inadequate to explain the effect.125 The hellish 
environment is closer to the Christian excoriation for the sin of 
lesbianism, whose currency is evident from the subject of 
a sermon by San Bernardino.126 There is nothing here that pro-
poses the “two views” of the paragone or that engages the 
spectator in the “voyeurism” often associated with Venetian art. 
The picture hits its mark by being shocking, frightening and 
appalling.

The image Marcantonio might have seen in Bembo’s house 
was an engraving, called a miniature, of surpassing technical 
aplomb. Giulio Campagnola [1482–c. 1514], a cultivated and 
rather erudite artist from Padua, created his Reclining Nude 
“stesa e volta” [Fig. 49] in a very avant-garde technique, now 
called stippling, which gives the tiny print its soft contours and 

remarkably glowing effect.127 A relationship to the (lost) Gior-
gione is again and often summoned to explicate the pose.128 The 
hair-do, but not the pose, is in fact similar to that of the nursing 
mother in Giorgione’s Tempesta, with a braid around the hair-
line and a ribbon-like fall behind. The fi gures share a certain 
earthiness that again recalls reclining Terra Mater fi gures which, 
however, are more modestly draped than these modern girls. 
The parallel with Raimondi’s print and the sexuality of his for-
ward fi gure cannot be denied. But Campagnola’s imagination 
is of another ilk. His image is not meant to frighten but rather 
to summon visceral empathy. His robust, un-idealized maiden 
has sought privacy in the open air. The setting is not pastoral: 
there is no shepherd, no sheep, no farm implements. There is 
only generic fl ora, an empty lawn, and a rather Northern-look-
ing, turreted architectural establishment with a rural shed on 
the right background.129 The girl has taken a secluded place 
behind a bush, placed a comforter on the ground, and found 
a convenient if not very restful-looking support for her shoul-
der on a nearby tree stump.130 Here alone, she fi nds pleasure in 
herself, discretely turning her back to the viewer and delicately 
lifting her coverlet to seclude the hand that brings her physical 
happiness. Her pelvis is contracted; her knees are lifted; her 
eyes are closed, not in sleep, but in shutting out all senses but 
that of touch. Again, the notion of classical antiquity, and/or 
a Giorgione prototype, frequently evoked in explanation, seem 
far a fi eld. The fi gure makes no pretense at being someone else 
and makes no excuses for what she is doing. Masturbation 
was frowned upon in 1510, but not illegal.131 Its representation, 
on the other hand, was as avant-garde as the stipple technique 
Campagnola used so masterfully to embody it. Small in scale, 
the print is large in imagination, and may be the fi rst fully ar-
ticulated representation of back dimples in the history of art. 
If we are surprised at this subject, we should observe that 
Campagnola’s adopted son Domenico was equally liberated 
in terms of representing private sexual activity in the open air, 
and he did so in a drawing style fi lled with grace and naturalism 
[Fig. 50]

The “view from below” also had a swift development dur-
ing these years. This theme involves vistas of the posteriors 
and the private parts of human and animal fi gures, air-borne, 
silhouetted against the sky, and seen from below, al di sotto in 
sù. The approach was probably fi rst developed by Giulio Ro-
mano at the Palazzo del Tè in Mantua, in his image of the Set-
ting Sun and the Rising Moon [Fig. 51]. We view the end of day 
from directly under the axle of the chariot, with an oblique vi-
sion of Apollo’s buttocks and scrotum as he leaps toward the 
setting sun. The image includes the same view of two horses’ 
hind quarters, as they dive over the edge of the heavens.132 
The concept was repeated by Frances co Primaticcio (1504–
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1570), who, after work ing with Giulio at Mantua, and substitut-
ing for him when called to France by the King, varied the motif 
by adding an even greater sense of fl oating. Primaticcio’s 
project, which did not get beyond the drawing stage [Fig. 52], 
shifts the subject to the beginning of day, with the trajectory of 
Apollo’s chariot moving diagonally ac ross the sky from lower 

left to upper right. The quadriga is escorted by Aurora, the 
morning goddess, strewing fl owers in its path. She is render ed 
in such sharp perspective that, as her legs fl ail in the air, we 
look up not only at her buttocks but also at her anus and her 
vulva.133 Aside from ob serving that the artists created credible 
images of fi gures fl ying in positions diffi cult to render, one 
might think that the consciously revealing poses – both hu-
miliating and prurient – were acceptable because the subject 
matter was pagan. Yet such pro vocative views were by no 
means limited to classical iconography. Carlo Portelli (fl . 1539–
1574) commission ed to paint a huge altar for the family chapel 
of Cavaliere Orlando Tappia of Toledo, in the Florentine church 
of the Ognissanti, chose the rear view of a licentious nude seen 
from slightly below for his fi gure of Eve. The eter nal temptress, 
indeed, is the center of the complex, allegorical composition of 
The Debate on the Immaculate Conception [Fig. 53], standing 
in an almost dancing contrapposto, looking back over her 

49) Giulio Campagnola, «Girl Masturbating», stipple 
engraving, 112 × 159 mm

48) Marcantonio Raimondi, «The Nightmare», engraving 
(B. XIV, 274, 359), 237 × 331 mm

50) Domenico Campagnola, «Two Boys Making Love», 
brown ink drawing, 236 × 213 mm, Vienna, Albertina 
(inv. 24364)
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shoulder. The pose emphasizes her bare back and her acti-
vated buttocks, thinly veiled with a trans parent gold cloth. Not 
a pagan, she is the veritable symbol of Christian sin. Signed 
and dated 1566, the iconography promulgates the theological 
position on the Im maculata of the Spiritu al Franciscans, who 
took over the convent around this time. Much later, Count er -

reformatory prudery inter ven ed and Eve’s 
“kallipygosity” was painted over quite clum-
sily with a heavy drape [Fig. 54], happily re-
mov ed in a recent cleaning.134 

It was shortly before his death that the 
octogenarian Titian (d. August 27, 1576), 
turned to the back view in his painting 
[Fig. 55]. It has often been said that in this 
painting he recalled innovations of his youth 
in the early sixteenth century.135 However, in 
the ar tist’s mature hands there is a strong 
difference. The brashly “stesa e volta” fe-
male has become overtly voluptuous, and 
even more provocative than her predeces-
sors. Further, because this setting is decid-
edly pastoral in character, discussions have 
followed the usual searches for sources in 
Giorgione’s lost oeuvre, classical mytholo-
gy, antique and contemporary poetry, and 
ideas of the paragone. But as far as I can 
tell, no one has asked very simply why Tit-
ian chose to present the woman with her 
buttocks forward and exposed.136 

The scene is set in a rugged landscape 
with a working shepherd and his fl ock in 
the distant right. In the left foreground, un-
der a dark but fl ourishing tree, the male fi g-
ure sits in what appears to be a momentary 
pose with his legs spread wide apart. He 
wears a rustic, pale red tunic with a scarf of 
animal skin and draped white leggings, one 
pulled up above the knee; a fl owery wreath 
binds his unruly hair. He place his fi ngers 
on the holes of a wooden fl ute which he 
does not play but holds diagonally across 
his chest as he leans forward to peer at his 
companion. She faces away from him, lying 
almost completely nude on a couch of rock 
covered with a furry animal skin, usually 

said to be leopard but also identifi ed once 
as tiger and twice as panther.137 The empty 
head of the animal is under her knees, a paw 
dangling below her buttocks. Whatever the 

animal, the skin has two levels of meaning, one surely baccha-
nalian and the other emphasizing the sensuous contact be-
tween bare fl esh and soft fur. As she turns her head and draws 
one arm across her chest, she places her right hand between 
her legs. This is the same self-loving gesture as in Campagno-
la’s print, and I have no doubt it is performing the same task.138 

51) Adamo Ghisi, after Giulio Romano, «Chariot of the Sun», engraving, 
design for the Palazzo del Tè, Mantua
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This action is not the demonstration of sexual response seen 
in Giorgione’s Venus or Titian’s own earlier Urbinate lady. Here 
the woman’s left hand comes into the light above her breast, 
with the fi ngers spread so that the tips stroke her own upper 
arm, redoubling the experience of touch. This autoerotic be-
havior has caught the fl utist quite off guard and his body re-
acts: he parts his legs, draws down his instrument and stops 
the music he might have hoped would educe a different result. 
The last thing he would have expected from his companion 
was coldness.139 And though she certainly does not return his 
gaze, she is not frigid but self-absorbed. In her pleasure, she 
fl exes her nostrils and caresses her own shoulder with her 
chin. 

At the edge of a hillock just above the woman’s knees, the 
remains of a sturdy tree are silhouetted against a roseate but 
unsettled sky. Broken and spiky at the top, this stump retains 
intact one effl orescent branch, and foraging among the leaves 
is a goat with his head turned to nibble. He stands on his hind 
legs, front paws on the tree trunk, exposing his extended tes-
ticles to view. This age-old motif from scenes of pastoral life 

in Titian’s hands becomes a tragic gesture.140 Enacted here, 
against a phallic-like but castrated tree, set against the distant 
fi ery blaze, and contrasted to the effulgent darkness of the 
overhanging tree on the left, the hungry goat carries a sense 

of desperate, lustful loneliness that enhances the dramatic ten-
sion of the foreground fi gures.141 If the aged Titian returned 
to Giorgionesque motifs of his youth, he left their peaceful, 
paradisial ambient behind. He entered instead a region of 

52) Francesco Primaticcio, «Chariot of the Sun», black 
chalk drawing, Florence, Gabinetto Disegni e Stampe degli 
Uffizi

53) Carlo Portelli, «The Dispute on the Immaculate 
Conception», oil on wood, 415 × 246 cm, 1566, restored, 
Florence, Galleria dell’Accademia 
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stern commitment, where self-determination does battle with 
unseen powers. By turning his female fi gure around to expose 
her hind quarters Titian evoked a very specifi c allusion, for the 
position evokes the words of God to Moses: 

And again he said: Behold there is a place with me, and 
thou shalt stand upon the rock. And when my glory shall 
pass, I will set thee in a hole of the rock, and protect thee 
with my right hand, till I pass: And I will take away my 
hand, and thou shalt see my back parts [posteriora me, 
Exodus, 33: 21–23]

In this case, it is not that the girl’s “glory is passed” but that 
she evinces a new kind of triumph. This poesia is not an image 
of ideal, pastoral love, but a demonstration of the marvelous 
and disturbing complexities of human relationships. Late in 
life, Titian realized that only after all pretensions are discarded 
can perfect self-reliance be achieved and embraced.142

Divine Union

The fi nal section in this study focuses on the primal act 
of “normal” intercourse between a man and a woman. To be 
considered licit in the eyes of the Catholic Church this act has 
but one purpose, to produce offspring. And, paradoxically, this 
purpose also underlies the supremely provocative image of 
the primal Christian couple, that is, Christ and his virgin moth-
er, shown together in a marriage bed [Fig. 56]. Simply put, for 
centuries, the union of Christ and Mary has been understood 
as producing the fundamental offspring – the Church as a cor-
porate body. But never before the fi fteenth century had artists 
taken the fi nal step, as it were, and shown the “Royal Couple” 
lying together as man and wife.

The image appears as one of a series of thirty-two wood-
cuts made around 1465, presumably in Holland, under the ti-
tle Canticum Canticorum. These quite complex and elaborate 
compositions show Christ and Mary with attendants, women 
and angels, each speaking verses of the Song of Songs in 
Latin. The quotations are inscribed in Gothic lettering in fl ar-
ing banderoles that swirl about, around and above the speak-
ers.143 The particular scene in question shows the couple in 
bed, Christ lying under a coverlet strewn with roses, his body 
extended full length with his head to the left resting on Mary’s 
breast. She is sitting upright, holding Christ around the neck 
and chest with her left arm, and supporting his head with her 
right.144 There is no doubt as to the identity of the two fi gures: 
on the fi rst level they are the bride and the bridegroom, the 
sponsa and the sponsus of the Song. But on the allegorical 
level, the young woman is identifi ed as Mary, or more properly 
Maria-Ecclesia, because she is haloed and crowned. The re-
clining male is identifi ed as Christ because has a halo marked 
with the cross (sometimes identifi ed as the symbol of the Trin-
ity), a detail given to the halo of no other being. The Canticum 

54) Carlo Portelli, «The Dispute on the Immaculate 
Conception» (Fig. 53), before restoration. Photo: 
Soprintendenza Speciale per il Patrimonio storico, 
Artistico ed Etnoantropologico e per il Polo Museale 
Fiorentino
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publication is printed on lateral rectangular sheets arranged 
four blocks to a sheet. When folded and bound, they appear 
with versos facing rectos, and blanks on the backs. The scene 
under discussion is Fifteen B, on the left lower range of Sheet 
8. All the blocks include more than one quotation from the 
Song of Songs, and although the fi rst block quotes the fi rst 
line of the poem, the other quotations do not follow in the order 
of the poem. Rather, a variety of passages are quoted from 
various chapters of the Song, the sequence of which creates, 
in effect, an entirely new work of art.145

First a few words about the poem: The Song of Songs, also 
known as the Canticle or Song of Solomon, is perhaps the 

most controversial books of the bible. It takes the form of an 
epithalamium, or nuptial song in honor of the bride and bride-
groom at a public wedding.146 Thought to have been written 
in the third century B.C., and thus a late addition to the Old 
Testament, the text declares the ardent terms in which a young 
man and woman express their breathless, impatient desire for 
union. They praise each other’s body; they ruminate on love’s 
eternal bliss; they converse with their friends; and they pre-
pare, quite voluptuously, for the consummation of their pas-
sion.147 This great lyric was considered so powerful and noble, 
it was presumed to have been of royal origin and attributed 
to King Solomon himself. At the same time, its imagery is so 

56. «Canticum Canticorum», Netherlandish block book, 
c. 1465, block 15B: “I sleep, but my heart waketh”

57. «Christ and Ecclesia», manuscript illumination, 
c. 1140, Alardus Bible, Valenciennes, Abbaye de Saint-
Amand, Bibl. Mun., Ms 10, fol. 113v

55. «Nymph» (detail of Fig. 42)
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graphic and so direct that, almost from the time of its appear-
ance, rabbinical scholars cast the carnal desire of the bride 
and the bridegroom in the poem as a divinely inspired allegory 
of Yahweh’s love for his chosen people.148

On the allegorical level, the poem played a crucial role in 
Christian ideology. St. Paul was the fi rst to describes Christ’s 
love for the Church (Ephesians 5:24–33), identifying Christ as 
the sponsus or bridegroom of the poem, and Ecclesia, that is, 
all believing souls, as the sponsa or bride.149 The Alexandrian 
Origen (c. 185–254 CE) wrote the fi rst full-scale Christian com-
mentary on the poem, interpreting it as a drama with the fol-
lowing cast of characters: Christ/Bridegroom, representing the 

58) Attributed to the Alex Master, «Sponsus et Sponsa», 
manuscript illumination, 1123, Bede, Commentary on the 
Song of Songs, Cambridge, King’s College, Ms 19, fol. 21v

59) «Christ and Mary/Sponsa», manuscript illumination, 
c. 1150, St. Jerome, Commentary on the Song of Songs, 
Valenciennes, Abbaye de Saint-Amand, Paris, Bibliothèque 
Nationale, Ms lat. 1808, fol. 1v

60) «Emblem of Marriage» (detail), drawing, ink on vellum, 
before 1218, Model Book, Vienna, Nationalbibliothek

59

60
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Word of God; Ecclesia/Bride, representing the aggregate of 
souls; the Daughters of Jerusalem/Friends and Attendants of 
the Bride; and Angels/Friends of the Bridegroom, representing 
the guardians of souls before the coming of Christ. The pat-
tern of Origen’s interpretation was almost universally followed 
throughout the Middle Ages, including the actors in the wood-
block series. Essentially, the theme of the poem describes 
how Christ came to earth out of love, was joined to his Spouse 
in the “royal wedding”, expressing the godhead’s ardor and 
satisfaction with the decision to forgive man’s sin through the 
sacrifi ce of redemption.150 

The passionate poem continued for centuries to intrigue 
church writers.151 The apogee came in the early twelfth century 
when a veritable fl ood of commentaries on it issued forth from 
the monasteries of Europe. Perhaps the greatest among the 
writers of these mystically pious texts was the Cistercian St. Ber-

nard of Clairvaux (1091–1153), who over his lifetime produced 
eighty-six sermons on the Song, defi ning the allegorical mean-
ing of the divine love-making more fully than ever before.152 
This was precisely the period in which the Virgin Mary merged 
with Ecclesia into a single identity, and to her was attached the 
surprising turn toward heightened eroticism. Honorius of Au-

61. Cimabue, «Assumption of the Virgin», detail, fresco, 
after 1272, Assisi, San Francesco, apse

62. The Cesi Master, «Assumption of the Virgin», center 
of the Stella Altarpiece, tempera on wood, 186 cm high, 
c. 1295–1310, Paris, Musée du Louvre
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tun, among the fi rst to associate the verses with honor for the 
Virgin, describes how the Song conveys the whole of salva-
tion’s history as it culminates in the supra-temporal Wedding 
Feast. There he fi nds the “fi ve stages of sexual love: 1) Seeing 
the Beloved (God’s covenant with Abraham), 2) Speaking with 
her (God’s conversation with his people through Moses and 
the Prophets), 3) Touching her (Christ’s Incarnation and his-
torical life, 4) Kissing her (the gift of Peace given the disciples 
by the Risen Christ, and 5) having intercourse with her (perfect 
union enjoyed in heaven)”.153 The Virgin Mary thus emerged 
from this development not only as the representative of every 
member of the congregation, paradigm of virtue and hope for 
salvation, co-redemptrice, co-sacrifi cant, and Mother of God, 
but also sister and bride of her own offspring. 

The earliest illustrations of the idea of paralleling spiritual 
adoration with physical love were restricted to the circle of the 
O of the initial letter of the fi rst line of the poem: Osculetur me 
osculo oris sui [Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth].154 
Within this tiny frame, Christ shows his divine affection by em-

bracing “Ecclesia”, a feminine noun (assembly), visualized 
as a stalwart female fi gure, his equal in height [Fig. 57]. Her he-
roic scale stands for unassailable defense against paganism 
and heresy, representing the Church Militant on earth to whom 
Christ gives his love. As time went on, the over-sized fi gure of 
Ecclesia is replaced by the Virgin, more elegant, graceful, and 
with her own halo. She and Christ are seen standing together 
in an emotional embrace or seated and actually kissing [Fig. 
58]. In one example from the Abby at Valenciennes of ca. 1150, 
it seems as though Christ has put one leg over the leg of Maria–
Ecclesia in a gesture that came to symbolize sexual intercourse 
[Fig. 59]. The gesture became codifi ed as representing proper 
love-making within marriage, represented in a very early thir-
teenth-century model book where various aspects of the moral 
life are illustrated [Fig. 60]. 

Late in the thirteenth century, Cimabue combined this motif 
with an entangled embrace of the upper body in his life-size 
fresco of the Assumption of the Virgin in the apse of San Franc-
esco in Assisi [Fig. 61]. The leg positions are diffi cult to see 
because of his experimental and disastrous use of lead white. 
However, a close copy of the motif by the so-called Cesi Master, 
done some twenty years later, renders the design in full detail 
[Fig. 62]. This Assumption is the central panel of an enormous 
altarpiece done for Benedictine nuns at the Convento della 
Stella at Spoleto. Four small panels form the wings on each 
side, each displaying episodes of the narrative of the Death of 
the Virgin.155 One of these scenes (on the right wing), supports 
the concept of the central panel and signals a step toward 
putting Christ in Mary’s bed. Christ has descended to receive 
Ma ry’s soul for transport to heaven, and arrives in her bed-
room [Fig. 63]. There he carries the idea of marital love to a 
quite explicit level. In a completely unprecedented manner, he 
is shown seated at the head of the bed where he repeats the 
physical embrace of the altarpiece’s central image, and veri-
fi es the allusion to the Mystic Marriage. The inscription that 
accompanies this scene is an Antiphon from the liturgy of the 
Assumption Feast, based on but not literally quoting the Song 
of Songs: Veni electa mea et ponam in te thronum meum 
(“Come my chosen one, I will put my throne in you”).156 A hun-
dred and fi fty years later, the woodblock image literally speci-
fi ed the amorous implications of the image and the antiphon, 
putting Mary and Christ together under the covers.

In the interim, the actual “in bed” motif had other sources 
from outside the Christological and Mariological realm. Aside 
from marriage manuals and other secular books, the Old Tes-
tament provides several instances that involve intercourse or 
fornication in one context or another.157 Perhaps the most ro-
mantic (but not the most moral) is in the story of King David 
and Bathsheba. Looking from his window, the king sees Bath-

63. The Cesi Master, «Christ in Dying Mary’s Bed», the 
Stella Altarpiece, detail of right wing, Paris, Musée du 
Louvre
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sheba bathing, and although he recognizes her as the wife of 
his general Uriah, he sends for her. The couple then sleeps 
together. In the famous mid-thirteenth-century “Picture Bible” 
in the Morgan Library they are shown in bed, under the covers, 
lying with their heads to the left, joined in happy physical union 
[Fig. 64]. Bathsheba, who wears the veil of her marriage, is in 
the foreground; the crowned king embraces her, fondling her 
breast with his left hand and shoulder with his right. Their faces 
are brought together eye to eye and lips to lips in a kiss.158 
The same manuscript provides another image of love, this time 
even more illicit, namely the incestuous Rape of Tamar by Am-
non (both David’s children [Fig. 65]). The confi guration is the 
same as the David scene but here the unmarried female is with-
out a veil. She is disheveled and distraught, as the male fi gure 
holds her tightly by the arms and around the neck. While these 
examples show how varied the emotional expression can be, 
the basic formula for representing copulating couples is recog-
nizable as fairly standard.159 Even a subject in which the sexual 
act was not preformed, Old King David comforted by Abisag, is 
given the same shape in order to retain the sexual overtones 
[Fig. 66].160 

So it is with the woodblock scenes: the embrace is design-
ed with heads to the left and bodies extended toward the right. 
While there is a strong allusion to the Pietà motif (Mary holding 
the prone fi gure of the dead Christ), the coverlet strewn with 
roses identifi es it as a marriage bed. Within the woodblock se-
ries, this scene, in fact, is the peak of what might be seen as 
a crescendo of passion, prepared by four other scenes lead-
ing slowly to the climax.161 The four prior scenes take place in 
a bedroom where the rose-covered marriage bed appears with 
ever increasing emphasis. The accompanying texts from the 
Song of Songs re-assembled in the banderoles mark the pro-

64. «David and Bathsheba in Bed», manuscript 
illumination, 13th century, French Picture Bible, Ms 638, 
leaf 41, New York, Morgan Library

65. «Amnon Raping his Sister Tamar», manuscript 
illumination, 13th century, French Picture Bible, Ms 638, 
leaf 43, New York, Morgan Library

66. «Old King David Solaced by Abisag», manuscript 
illumination, Winchester Bible, 1 Kings, initial, Winchester, 
Cathedral Libr., vol. I, fol. 109

64
65

66
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gress. The earliest one in the series (Block Six B), shows Spon-
sa the bride in bed, fully dressed under a rose-strewn coverlet 
[Fig. 67]. She is attended by three “Daughters of Jerusalem”, 
two of whom hold lamps. Sponsa looks forlorn, leaning her 
head on her hand, and crying for her lover. I quote texts in some 
of the banderoles.

[The Daughter of Jerusalem standing on the left holding 
a lamp asks]: “Whither is thy beloved gone, O thou most 
beautiful among women?” (5,17). [Sponsa from her bed, 
says]: “O daughters of Jerusalem, if you fi nd my beloved, 
you tell him that I languish with love” (5,8).

A vision of the Risen Christ in a mandorla supported by 
angeles appears in the air outside the room, gesturing toward 
her and saying:

Thou hast wounded my heart, my sister, my spouse, thou 
hast wounded my heart (4,9). [She responds]: “Stay me 
up with fl owers, compass me about with apples: because 
I languish with love (2,5).162

After a scene in which Christ/Sponsus, descends into a 
gar den and is recognized by Sponsa as her beloved, the fol-
lowing takes place (Block 7B [Fig. 68]): Christ/Sponsus stands 
outside the bedroom door begging to enter. Attended by three 
Daughter of Jerusalem, Sponsa kneels on her rose-covered 
bed and fi ngers the lock from the inside; she is ready and wait-
ing. Christ/Sponsus says:

Open to me, my sister [...] my undefi led; My head is fi lled 
with dew (5,2). [She answers]: I opened the bolt of my 
door to my beloved; I have put off my tunic (5,6).163

In the next twelve scenes, the two characters have many 
experiences, both apart – one seeking the other, and together 
indoors and out. After a celebratory Eucharistic meal (Block 
13B), the couple appears outside Sponsa’s house (Block 14A 
[Fig. 69]), where Christ/Sponsus declares:

Thou art all fair, there is no spot in thee (4,7). [And Sponsa 
responds]: I held him and will not let him go, until I had 
brought him into my mother’s house (3,4).164

Her banderole breaches the wall, enters the bedroom and 
curls over the waiting rose-strewn bed. The three Daughters of 
Jerusalem are in the inner room waiting in attendance. 

In the following scene (14B [Fig. 70]), all the characters 
are inside the bedroom, where Christ/Sponsus says: 

Behold thou art fair, my love; behold thou art fair, thou 
hast dove’s eyes (1,14). [And Sponsa/Mary once more re-
sponds]: Behold, thou art fair, my beloved, yea, pleasant; 
also our bed is green (1,15).165

It is now clear that the scene with which we began (Block 
15B [Fig. 56]) is the climax of this sequence: the couple has 
entered the bed together to consummate their marriage. Mary 
holds Christ with one hand under his head and the other em-
bracing him, alluding, as we have seen, to Canticle 2,6 and 8,3. 
The banderol reads: 

I sleep, but my heart waketh (5,2). Behold threescore val-
iant ones of the most valiant of Israel, surrounded the bed 
of Solomon (3,7) [...] all holding swords (3,8).166 

In these quotations we get at least a partial insight into 
the re-arrangement of the lines of the Canticle that character-
izes the sequence of wood blocks. Introducing the line pertain-
ing to the “bed of Solomon” reveals the source of the image. 
Earlier manuscripts had illustrated this line with representa-
tions of King Solomon himself sleeping under the covers in 
his elaborate bed with his head to the left, and a battalion of 
armored guards behind.167 The reference is pertinent because 
Solomon, of course, is one of the chief Old Testament forerun-
ners (or types) of Christ, and presumed author of the poem.168 
But while the motif is similar, the impact is new. The king is 
inert and alone in bed; employing the same motif, the woodcut 
transforms the couch into the marriage bed. The inclusion of 
the “valiant ones” makes the image an offi cial document of 
consummation, witnessed by the watchful eyes of the soldiers. 
With their swords drawn, they approve the union and, in effect, 
verify its reality.169 

Thus, after an extended courtship, Christ consummates 
his marriage with his beloved Ecclesia who is Mary, his moth-
er and his bride. These are the fi nal steps in a centuries-long 
theological and visual development, freighted with layers of 
meaning. And although surprising, it is perfectly clear that they 
represent what can only be called a kind of spiritual incest, in 
which the fulfi llment of the most important promise in Christen-
dom is visualized in very physical terms.170 

* * *

The images I have discussed may be surprising in their ref-
erence to circumcision, male urination, genital and anal attrac-
tion, and sexual intercourse. Yet, the visual allusions truly exist 
and we are surely meant to see them. In the end, if not in the 
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beginning, the traditions they culminate all lay bare elements of 
the human condition that are the building blocks of daily life. 
Visually, they are manifestations of the appreciation of physical-
ity that was reborn in the Renaissance, presented in these 
works, as in many others, with courage and dignity, giving praise 

to the life of the body as a refl ection and as a mirror of the daily 
challenge to achieve spiritual values. In fact, they represent 
a not-too-often recognized fundamental aspect of Renaissance 
culture that foreshadowed and ultimately led to much of what 
we see more openly in the art, and in the life, of our own time.

70. «Canticum Canticorum», Netherlandish block book, 
c. 1465, block 14B: “Behold thou art fair”

67. «Canticum Canticorum», Netherlandish block book, 
c. 1465, block 6B: “Comfort me with apples”

68. «Canticum Canticorum», Netherlandish block book, 
c. 1465, block 7B: “Open to me”

69. «Canticum Canticorum», Netherlandish block book, 
c. 1465, block 14A: “I would not let him go”
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 1 Among the fundamental studies of humanistic philosophy into 
which these concepts fi t are: The Renaissance philosophy of man, ed. 
E. Cassirer, P. O. Kristeller, J. H. Randall, Jr., in collaboration with H. Na-
chod [et al.], Chicago, 1948; P. O. Kristeller, Renaissance Concepts of 
Man and Other Essays, New York, 1972; C. E. Trinkaus, In our image 
and likeness: Humanity and Divinity in Italian Humanist Thought, Chi-
cago, 1970, 2 vols. 
 2 J. Andersen, The Witch on the Wall: Medieval erotic sculpture in 
the British Isles, Copenhagen, 1977; C. Gaignebet and J. Dominique 
Lajoux, Art profane et religion populaire au Moyen Age, Paris, 1985; 
H. Bredekamp, “Wallfahrt als Versuchung. San Martín in Frómista”, in 
Kunstgeschichte aber wie?, ed. C. Fruh, et al., Berlin, 1989, pp. 221–
258 [reprint in 2004]; P.-L. Giannerini with A. Gilles, Amour et érotisme 
dans la sculpture roma ne, Pau, 2000; J. Baltrusaitis, Reveils et Prodiges, 
Paris, 1960; L. B. Brida ham, Gargoyles, Chimeres, and the Grotesque in 
French Gothic Sculpture, New York, 1969. I thank Horst Bredekamp for 
help with this bibliography.
 3 Discussed by M. Camille, The Medieval Art of Love: Objects and 
Subjects of Desire, New York, 1998, including a valuable bibliography, 
pp. 166–170.
 4 D. O. Frantz, Festum Voluptatis: a Study of Renaissance Erotica, 
Columbus, OH, 1989, esp. pp. 43–90; B. Talvacchia, Taking Positions: 
on the Erotic in Renaissance Culture, Princeton, 1999. The engraver 
was jailed for his part in the Modi publication project.
 5 F. Mancinelli, “The Painting of the Last Judgment: History, Tech-
nique and Restoration”, in L. Partridge, Michelangelo: The Last Judg-
ment – A Glorious Restoration, New York, 2000, pp. 157–186, esp. 
p. 171. It seems that the Pope did not agree with Biago; see Ludovico 
Dome nichi, Facezie, motti e burli, di diverse signori e persone private, 
Florence, 1564, p. 263, cited by Mancinelli, p. 186. For Aretino’s letter 
(November, 1545): R. Klein and H. Zerner, Italian Art, 1500–1600. Sourc-
es and Documents, Evanston, Ill., 1989, pp. 122–123. The Council of 
Trent had already begun to issue broad proscriptions a year earlier; see 
the decree that included religious images in Session 25, 3–4 December 
1563: “[…] Furthermore, in the invocation of the saints, the veneration of 
relics, and the sacred use of images, all superstition shall be removed, 
[11] all fi lthy quest for gain eliminated, and all lasciviousness avoided, 
so that images shall not be painted and adorned with a seductive charm, 
or the celebration of saints and the visitation of relics be perverted by 
the people into boisterous festivities and drunkenness, as if the festi-
vals in honor of the saints are to be celebrated with revelry and with no 
sense of decency”, Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent, trans. 
H. J. Schroeder, Rockford, IL, 1978, pp. 775–776. For further discus-
sion, see D. Freedberg, “The Hidden God: Images and Interdiction in 
the Netherlands in the Sixteenth Century”, Art History, 5, 1988, pp. 
133–153. For a summary view of the events surroundng the Last Judg-
ment, see B. Barnes, Michelangelo’s Last Judgment: the Renaissance 
Response, Berkeley, 1998, pp. 71–101.
 6 Evidence for a parallel secular phenomenon appeared in Flor-
ence and in Rome in the form of gentlemen’s clubs, called cenacoli or 
academies. These clubs were frequented by many humanist scholars, 
where the activity was telling risqué jokes to each other, in Latin. Ap-
parently Giovanni Francesco Poggio Bracciolini, a scholar well-known 
for his discoveries of ancient manuscripts, was one of the major play-
ers. He was in fact the author of the great collection of such jokes 
known as the Facetiae. This subject is discussed by Frantz 1989, pp. 
13–24.
 7 I diseuss this observation in my book: Artists’ Art in the Ren-
aissance Cambridge, and London, to be published in early 2010, but 
completed in 2004, Chapter 6, pp.149–151.

 8 This is also the opinion of A. Derbes and M. Sandona, “Barren 
Metal and the Fruitful Womb: The Program of Giotto’s Arena Chapel 
in Padua”, Art Bulletin, 80, 1998, pp. 274–291, esp. p. 284. Giotto was 
surely aware of the long and rich tradition of medieval obscene man-
uscript marginalia, human and animal; see the reference to Camille 
1998 above, note 3. 
 9 One might expect to fi nd the source for such punishment in Dan-
te’s Inferno. But as is frequently pointed out, Dante did not consider lust 
a major sin and described no such punishment for the perpetrators.
 10 Nicolo Pisano’s stalwart small-scale male nude on the Pisa 
Baptistery pulpit, c. 1260, personifi es the virtue of Fortitude, replacing 
the usual female virtue with vigorous masculinity; E. Panofsky, Renais-
sance and Renascences in Western Art, 2 vols., Stockholm, 1960, vol. 1, 
pp. 154–155, vol. 2, fi g. 48. The little fi gure in the scroll work around the 
Porta della Mandorla, Sta Maria del Fiore, Florence, by Nicolò di Pietro 
Lamberti, 1391–1393, extends the motif, now representing Hercules 
himself; see for a reproduction and discussion of the sources, ancient 
and contemporary, R. Krautheimer, with collaboration of T. Krautheim-
er-Hesse, Lorenzo Ghiberti, 2 vols., Princeton, 1st ed. 1956, vol. 1, pp. 
280–281, vol. 2, fi g. 6.
 11 M. A. Lavin, The Place of Narrative: Mural decoration in Italian 
Churches, 431–1600, Chicago, 2nd ed. 1994, chap. 1.
 12 Medieval scenes of the Fall usually show Adam and Eve with 
aprons of fi g leaves, as prescribed in the Bible (Gen. 3, 7). Renais-
sance moralized nudity (but not emphasis on the genitals), was al-
ready implied in the tiny torso with genitalia Ghiberti used to portray 
the innocence of Isaac in his 1400–1401 competition relief, discussed 
in Krautheimer 1956, vol. 1, p. 279, vol. 2, pl. 2b. The same could be 
said of Donatello’s bronze David, c. 1430, who wears a large hat and 
high boots, but whose youth is emphasized by his lithe, bare torso. 
 13 See my iconographic analysis: M. A. Lavin, “Giovannino Battista, 
a Stu dy in Renaissance Religious Symbolism”, Art Bulletin, 37, 1955, 
pp. 85–101, esp. p. 86, n. 27; and “Giovannino Battista, a Supplement”, 
Art Bulletin, 43, 1961, pp. 319–335, esp. pp. 321–323, with information 
supplied by Hellmut Wohl. Wohl then published a full account of the 
material: The Paintings of Domenico Veneziano: a Study in Florentine 
Art of the Early Renaissance, New York, 1980, p. 43, pls. 88–93. In 
a seminal study, Colin Eisler set Renaissance moralized nudity into 
a broad context: “The Athlete of Virtue, the Iconography of Asceti-
cism”, in De Artibus opuscula XL: Essays in Honor of Erwin Panofsky, 
2 vols., ed. M. Meiss, New York, 1961, vol. 1, pp. 82–97. One must not 
forget that the wood Crucifi x by the young Michelangelo, representing 
the corpus as a youthful nude, which fi ts into this progression of ideas. 
See M. Lisner, Holzkruzifi xe in Florenz und in der Toskana von der Zeit 
um 1300 bis zum frühen Cinquecento, Munich, 1970, pp. 111–128, pls. 
249–255 and 258 (inscription); pl. 255 is a detail of the torso showing 
a very small penis. For the broader context of nudity in the history of 
art, see K. Clark, The Nude: a Study in Ideal Form, New York, 1959.
 14 The Siphnian Treasury relief is on the north face and dated about 
525 BC; see B. S. Ridgway, The Archaic Style in Greek Sculpture, Prin-
ceton, 1986, pp. 268–270, and A. Stewart, Greek Sculpture: an Explora-
tion, 2 vols., New Haven/London, 1990, vol. I, p. 128, vol. II, Fig. 195. 
 15 The famous roundel showing two homosexual couples is in the 
French Bible Moralisée, ed. G. B. Guest, Codex Vindobonensis 2554, 
Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, London, 1995, fol. 2, where 
the red over-dress of the male fi gure who lies atop the tonsured monk, 
splits length-wise exposing white under-garments; also reproduced in 
Camille 1998, fi g. 125, p. 138.
 16 First to notice this motif was K. Clark, Piero della Francesca, 
London, 1951, p. 25; see my own remarks about the genre aspects, 
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separated himself from both, and remained between them, neither be-
longing to the fi rst-fruits of Israel nor to the fullness of the Gentiles, 
what does he signify but the tribe of heretics, hot with the spirit, not 
of patience, but of impatience, with which the breasts of heretics are 
wont to blaze, and with which they disturb the peace of the saints? 
[...] and at the same time lead abandoned lives, may without absurdity 
seem to be fi gured by Noah’s middle son: for the passion of Christ, 
which was signifi ed by that man’s nakedness, is at once proclaimed 
by their profession, and dishonored by their wicked conduct […]. And 
therefore was Ham cursed in his son, he being, as it were, his fruit. So, 
too, this son of his, Canaan, is fi tly interpreted ‘their movement’, which 
is nothing else than their work. But Shem and Japheth, that is to say, 
the circumcision and uncircumcision, or, as the apostle otherwise calls 
them, the Jews and Greeks, but called and justifi ed, having somehow 
discovered the nakedness of their father (which signifi es the Savior’s 
passion), took a garment and laid it upon their backs, and entered 
backwards and covered their father’s nakedness, without their seeing 
what their reverence hid. For we both honor the passion of Christ as 
accomplished for us, and we hate the crime of the Jews who crucifi ed 
Him. The garment signifi es the sacrament, their backs the memory 
of things past: for the church celebrates the passion of Christ as al-
ready accomplished, and no longer to be looked forward to, now that 
Japheth already dwells in the habitations of Shem, and their wicked 
brother between them […]”. Translation: St. Augustine’s City of God 
and Christian Doctrine, P. Schaff, New York, 1890, pp. 309–310. Dotson 
1979 was the fi rst to introduce St. Augustine, and in particular his City 
of God, as the major source for the iconography of the Sistine Chapel. 
My observation reinforces her insight.
 22 Perhaps the most prominent instance is on the gigantic fi gure of 
David.
 23 According to various local traditions, there are more than fi fteen 
relics that claim to be the foreskin of Christ (the Holy Prepuce), one of 
which is in San Giovanni Laterano, Cathedral of Rome; R. P. Palazzo, 
“The Veneration of the Sacred Foreskin(s) of Baby Jesus: a Document-
ed Analysis”, in Multicultural Europe and Cultural Exchange in the Mid-
dle Ages and Renaissance, ed. J. P. Helfers, Turnhout, 2005.
 24 These observations are made in elaborate form in the famous 
study by Leo Steinberg, The Sexuality of Christ in Renaissance Art and 
in Modern Oblivion, 2nd ed., rev. and expanded, Chicago, 1996, pp. 50–65, 
citing, beside St. Paul, Origen, Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, Bede, Ber-
nard, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventure, the Meditations on the Life of Christ, 
the Golden Legend, Campano, Carvajal, Lollio, Casali, Cardulus, and 
fi nally Milton and Cranshaw. 
 25 This painting is the recipient of a great deal of interest, the bibliog-
raphy of which is carefully reviewed by A. Nova, “Il Cristo in forma Pietatis 
del Rosso Fiorentino: Fra Devozione e Bellezza”, in L’Immagine de Cristo 
dall’Acheropita alla Mano d’Artisti dal tardo medioevo all’età barocca, 
eds. C. L. Frommel and G. Wolf, Città del Vaticano, 2006, pp. 324–335.
 26 Augustine used the same terminology on at least one other oc-
casion: explaining the signifi cance of the two boats that were fi lled with 
fi sh when Christ told his disciples to cast their nets (Luke 5:5): “Those 
two boats, though, stood for the two peoples, Jews and Gentiles, Syn-
agogue and Church, circumcision and uncircumcision. Of those two 
boats, you see, as of two walls coming from different directions, Christ 
is the cornerstone” (Sermon 248, 7.113, The Works of Saint Augustine: 
A Translation for the 21st Century, trans. and notes by E. Hill, OP, Series 
ed. J. E. Rotelle, OSA, New Rochelle, NY, 1993, pp. 112–113). 
 27 G. Poggi, ed., Il Duomo di Firenze: documenti sulla decorazione 
della chiesa e del campanile tratti dall’archivio dell’opera (anastatic re-
print), ed. M. Haines, 1988, 2 vols., originally publ. Berlin, 1908; Poggi, 

Piero della Francesca, London, 2001, p. 139. Along with such works, 
in the later fi fteenth century, there were studies of the anatomical work-
ings of genitalia as well as comments and appraisals of the sexual ac-
tivities and pleasures they provide. See below, **xxx for references to 
Leonardo’s anatomical studies as well as his personal attitude toward 
male genitalia.
 17 Representations of this story had a rich history in Italian public 
art, starting with Andrea Pisano’s relief on the Campanile of Florence 
(Noah asleep, alone; A. F. Moskowitz, Nino and Andrea Pisano, New 
York, 1986, pl. 56); followed in 1367 by Bartolo di Fredi’s fresco in the 
Collegiata, San Gimignano (Noah fully dressed with only his genitals 
exposed; reproduced in Krautheimer 1971, vol. 2, fi g. 82). With some 
consistence, the drunken Noah is shown lying in profi le, one leg ex-
tended and the other bent with an arm resting on the fl exed knee. Fol-
lowing this tradition, Ghiberti, on the East Baptistery door, 1435–1451, 
added allusions to the Flood in making the reference to a reclining 
river god explicit by all but denuding the patriarch (Krautheimer 1971, 
vol. 2, pl. 90). He encapsulates narrative details by posing Shem and 
Japheth with their backs turned. Jacopo della Quercia continued the 
formula by showing essentially the same moment on the portal of San 
Petronio in Bologna, where Noah exposes himself by lifting his own 
skirt and looking up to the son who saves him; J. Pope-Hennessy, Ital-
ian Gothic Sculpture, London, 1955, fi g. 74, general view. By tradition, 
Noah is seen as a type of Christ, and his drunkenness as an allusion to 
the Passion. See below, note 20, for St. Augustine’s statement on this 
topic.
 18 Long before Michelangelo’s fresco, the reclining knee-up posi-
tion had become traditional for scenes of the Creation of Adam. The 
allusion is further enhanced by the fact that the fi gure of Noah work-
ing the earth with a spade, the fi rst time element in this continuous 
narrative, is based quite literally on della Quercia’s fi gure of Adam in 
the same action in the San Petronio reliefs, which Michelangelo surely 
knew from his time (1494) in Bologna. Pietro Aretino later called Noah 
the “padri di tutti i padri”; Il Genesi con la visione di Noè, Venice, 1538, 
p. 76.
 19 C. de Tolnay, Michelangelo: II The Sistine Ceiling, Princeton, 1969, 
pp. 24–26, and 131 (for comparative material, see fi gs. 279–282), con-
sidered it diffi cult to identify the different sons and, as he called it, the 
sequence of their gestures. 
 20 Michelangelo gives the pointing motif, previously specifi c to 
Cham’s act of disloyalty, to a good son, repeating God’s life-giving 
gesture in his Creation scene, making specifi c the typology of the “new 
Adam”. The blond boy with his head turned has been identifi ed more 
than once as Cham; e.g. E. G. Dotson, “An Augustinian Interpretation 
of Michelangelo’s Sistine Ceiling”, Art Bulletin, 61, 1979, pp. 223–256 
and 405–429, esp. pp. 247–248, who does so on the basis of St. Au-
gustine’s description of the “brother in the middle”. The problems is 
that she was reading the composition in the planar sense rather than 
spatially. Seeing the ruddy fi gure in depth actually does place him “in 
the middle”. On a small ivory plaque on the Salerno Antependium the 
fi gure of Cham uses both gestures, pointing with his left hand and 
extending his right arm; reproduced in R. P. Bergman, The Salerno 
Ivories: Ars Sacra from Medieval Amalfi , Cambridge, 1980, pp. 29–30, 
Fig. 12.
 21 City of God, Chapter 2. – ‘“What Was Prophetically Prefi gured 
in the Sons of Noah’. The things which then were hidden are now suf-
fi ciently revealed by the actual events which have followed […]. Shem, 
of whom Christ was born in the fl esh, means ‘named’. And what is 
of greater name than Christ […]. For Japheth means ‘enlargement’. 
And Ham (i.e. hot), who was the middle son of Noah, and, as it were, 
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vol. 2, p. 14, 1533, document for the second lavabo: “[…] marmi albi et 
pulcri sibi dandi per operam, in quo debet fi eri duos spiritellos cum cer-
tis vasibus in manu secundum designum datum [...]”. See C. Dempsey, 
“Donatello’s Spiritelli”, in Ars naturam adiuvans: Festschrift für Matthias 
Winner zum 11. März 1966, ed. V. von Flemming et al., Mainz am Rhein, 
1996, pp. 50–61, and idem, Inventing the Renaissance Putto, Chapel Hill 
and London, 2001, for discussions of this term.
 28 6 Lavabo inter innocentes manus meas, et circumdabo altare 
tuum, Domine; 7 ut clara voce praedicem laudem et narrem omnia mira-
bilia tua, 8 Domine dilexi habitaculum domus tuae et locum tabernaculi 
gloriae tuae. See “Catholic Encyclopedia (1913)/Lavabo”, Wikisource, 
The Free Library:http://en.wikisource.org/w/index.hp?title=Catholic_
Encyclo pedia_%281913%29/Lavabo&oldid=344887
 29 Where the expanse of interior walls was to be covered with re-
markable intarsia decoration, not fi nished until the 1460s; M. Haines, 
The “Sagrestia delle Messe” of the Florentine Cathedral, Florence, 
1983. Haines, pp. 23–34, and 40, gives a history of the function and 
form of sacristies, particularly the ones in Florence that preceded those 
in Duomo. 
 30 At this very moment, serious problems with the structure had 
to be attended to before the closing. See F. Borsi et al., ed., Brunel-
leschiani. Fonti e documenti per la storia dell’architettura, 7 Offi cina, 
p. 18, Rome, 1979, “Andrea di Lazzaro Cavalcanti: l’ereda non natu-
rale”, pp. 25–33, fi gs. 48–69. Borsi pronounces: “Brunellesco la mente 
e del Buggiano il braccio”.
 31 Poggi, vol. 2, p. 1, Parte X: Le sagrestie. no. 1455: 1432 Dicem-
bre 9: “[…] Filippus ser Brunelleschi et capudmagister dicte opera ac-
tari faciant in una ex dictis sacristiis quoddam lavatorium marmoreum 
in quo presbiteri et sacerdotes tempore celebrationis missarum lavare 
debeant eorum manus, ut est de more, et similiter fi eri faciant armaria 
marmorea eo modo et forma prout melius et magnifi centius eis videb-
itur dicto edifi tio, expensis dicte opera”. Cavalcanti was eight years old 
when Brunelleschi adopted him; by the time he was seventeen he had 
shown his raffi sh nature and had stolen money and run off to Naples. 
Nevertheless, Brunelleschi continued to support and instruct him and 
get him commissions to work in the cathedral.
 32 Haines 1983, p. 23. For other examples, see G. Gentilini, “Una 
perduta ‘pila’ del Brunelleschi: due del Buggiano e alcune altre ac-
quasantiere fi orentine del primo Quattrocento”, in Atti della Giornata 
di studio: Le vie del marmo: aspetti della produzione e della diffusione 
dei manufatti marmorei tra Quattrocento e Cinquecento, 1992, ed. 
R. P. Ciardi and S. Russo, Pietra Santa, 1994, pp. 61–68; also C. A. Mu-
gridge, “Uncharted Waters: The Sacristy Lavabo”, M.A. thesis, Syra-
cuse University, Florence, 2006.
 33 See G. Morolli in Brunelleschiani 1979, “I Cantieri: Gli ‘Arredi’ 
dell Brunelleschi”, pp. 182–232, esp. pp. 192–196, who names the 
style “romanico-classica”, relating the form to windows on the upper 
story of the Florentine Baptistery, detailed in the Corinthian order. The 
molded base and fl uted band below the level of the basin were not 
part of the original design, but were added in 1460s at the same time 
the marble cupboard symmetrically placed on the opposite side of the 
entrance was added (and carved by Mino da Fiesole); Haines 1983, 
p. 125. See also C. Del Bravo, “Il Brunelleschi e la speranza”, Artibus 
et Historiae, no. 3, 1981, pp. 57–72, who speaks about Brunelleschi’s 
receptivity to Greek aesthetics. Reasons – whether liturgical, econom-
ic, or aesthetic – for this elaboration of the lavabo form have not been 
previously offered.
 34 We will see presently that the otre had precedence in earlier 
sculptures of the Duomo, conveying a symbolism highly pertinent to 
the lavabo.

 35 Die Antiken Sarkophagreliefs, ed. B. Andreae and G. Koch, vol. 
V, pt 2: Die stadtrömischen Eroten-Sarkophage: Dionysische Themen, 
ed. P. Kranz, Berlin, 1999, cat. no. 12, and pl. 37; see also J. Huskin-
son. Roman Children’s Sarcophagi: Their Decoration and its Social 
Signifi cance, Oxford, 1996, p. 31. As is well-known, the urinating putto, 
or puer mingens, had a long life in Renaissance art; see note 45. 
 36 See above, reference to Morolli’s analysis, note 32.
 37 Haines 1983, p. 126.
 38 There is precedent in the Duomo for representing “spiritelli” as 
fairly obstreperous in demeanor: see, in particular, the atlante on the 
north side of the window in the Northeast pier (just outside the sac-
risty), attributed to Nanni di Banco, in M. Bergstein, The Sculptures of 
Nanni di Banco, Princeton, 2000, cat. 1.3, Fig. B, p. 94, c. 1407–1408, 
and “gargoyles” by Ciuffagni and Rosso on the Tribune exterior, 1422–
1424, Poggi, vol. 1, pp. 79, 428–434.
 39 One of which still exists; see Poggi, vol. 1, p. LXXVII; Gli acqui-
docci “Gargolle” o Acquidocci. Altri due per la terza tribuna [di mez-
zogiorno] si allogarono nel 1422 a Bernardo Ciuffagni (pp. 79, 428) 
e a Giovanni di Bartolo detto il Rosso (pp. 79, 429). Borsi 1979, p. 27, 
came the closest to recognizing the implications of bawdy humor of 
il Buggiano’s fi gures, calling il ghigno (grin) of one of the boys “un 
tantino ambiguo”, and the other “quasi a cavalcioni della brocca”.
 40 These console fi gures, in turn, refl ect a long tradition of archi-
tectural decoration well-known on Romanesque churches throughout 
Europe, some of which I refer to in note 2 above. Many of the specifi c 
motifs I am about to describe can already be found on these eleventh-
century buildings, particularly in Spain; see in particular Bredekamp 
1989, Fig. 3 (St. Martin, Frómista, from the southeast).
 41 Few if any of these fi gures are documented; they are generi-
cally dated between 1364 and 1421. Sculptural work on the Duomo 
was interrupted during 1375–1377, when Francesco Talenti, the Capo 
Maestro, took his team over to carve the elaborate narrative scenes on 
the consoles of the arches of the Loggia dei Priori (today Lanzi). There, 
young boy-angels with long-wings that fl ank each group, are well-be-
haved prototypes for the consoles on the ballatoio of the Duomo. See 
G. Kreytenberg, “Le sculture trecentesche all’esterno e all’interno”, in 
La cattedrale di santa Maria del Fiore a Firenze, eds. F. Gurrieri and 
C. Acidini Luchinat, 2 vols, Florence, 1995, vol. 2 , pp. 73–194. The fi rst 
to take notice of the console sculptures was Margrit Lisner, “Die Skulp-
turen am Laufgang des Florentiner Domes”, Mitteilungen des Kunsthis-
torischen Institutes in Florenz, 21/2, 1977, pp. 111–182; F. Corsi Masi, 
Il ballatoio interno della Cattedrale di Firenze: dal progetto di Arnolfo 
alla realizzazione tardotrecentesca, Ospedaletto [Pisa], 2005, is the 
most recent study (her Fig. 13 shows one of the Loggia dei Priori con-
soles). The Corsi Masi publication includes many new photographs 
of the ballatoio sculpture, plus a very helpful numbered and lettered 
ground plan identifying the location of individual fi gures and decora-
tions.
 42 Nearby these child-fi gures, on the fi fth corbel of the oblique side 
the SW pier, looking into the crossing, is a carving of a Couple making 
Love (reproduced in Corsi Masi 2005, Fig. 48). Although the subject 
seems anomalous in this setting, it too is part of a hoary tradition. 
Again sprinkled through the Romanesque buildings mentioned in the 
bibliography cited in note 1, such erotic motifs appear as symbols of 
fertility; see in particular the Lovers cited in Andersen 1977, pp. 58ff., 
fi g. 37, at Saint Pierre, Champagnolle. In fact, the fi gures in Florence 
are a good deal more modest than those in the French examples.
 43 One, for example, on the south tribune, an atlante of about 
1380, is in a slightly spastic, dancing pose; another, this time a spir-
itello with wings on the north tribune near the Porta della Mandorla 
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attributed to Nanni di Banco about 1407- 1408, has an exaggerated 
pelvic tilt exacerbated by his pop-eyed glance. See Bergstein, 2000, 
pp. 94- 97. Borsi 1979, figs. 22- 25, mistakenly attributes these figures 
to II Buggiano, relying on payments to him for carving floral decoration 
(not figures) under the windows of these very tribunes (Quinterio 1979, 
p. 247) . 

44 See again the references in notes 2 and 40. 
45 W. Deonna, "Fontaines Anthropomorphes: La Femme aux seins 

jaillissants et !'enfant 'mingens"', Genava: Musee d 'Art et d 'Histoire , 
Geneve. N.S., vol. 6, 1958, esp. pp. 258ff. The Manneken Pis , the 1619 
bronze replica by Jerome Duquesnoy (father of Franctois) of a late-four
teenth-century original , in Brussels, follows this tradition. There are 
several exemplars in other Belgian cities. Such figures apparently lie 
behind one of the woodcut illustrations in the Hypnerotomachia Poli
phili, where a fountain in the form of a peeing child is labeled 
rEAOIAITOI [ge/oiastos, "laughter"] . This interpretation has been ac
cepted by almost all writers on Titian's d'Este painting of the Andrians, 
where a small child , just behind the sleeping nude, lifts his shirt to ex
pose his urinating member. And as has been recognized in pose and 
action, he is directly dependent on such figures on Roman sarcophaghi 
participating in bacchanalian revelries. E. Panofsky, Problems in Titian , 
Mostly Iconographic , New York, 1969, pp. 101-102, referring to the text 
of Philostratus, says the child is one of the "multitude" (of revelers) who 
can do nothing but pass water". H. Murutes, "Personifications of Laugh
ter and Drunken Sleep in Titian 's Andrians", Burlington Magazine , 115, 
1973, pp. 518- 525, identified Titian 's figure with the illustration in the 
Hypnerotomachia Poliphilii; P. Fehl , "The Worship of Bacchus and Ve
nus in Bellini 's and Titian 's Bacchanals for Alfonso d'Este", Studies in 
the History of Art, 6, 1974, pp. 37- 96, esp. pp. 79- 80, disagreed, saying, 
rather, that Titian was showing the harmless effects of drinking. See the 
reference to Goffen, note 136. 

46 The verb to piss is used infrequently in the Old Testament, and 
always in the context of a threat. The phrase "pisseth against the wall " 
[mingentem ad parietem, e.g. 1 Samuel, 25:34. and 4 Kings, 9,8], desig
nates male enemies, against whom revenge or death is promised. The 
noun urine combined with dung is reserved for abominable characters 
who either drink and eat their own excrement, or who are made to do so 
for punishment. E.g. 4 Kings, 18,27, or Isaiah, 36,12. See the article by 
K. P. Wentersdorf, "The Symbolic Significance of the 'Figura Scatologi
cae' in Gothic Manuscripts", in Word, Picture and Spectacle, ed. C. Dav
idson, Kalamazoo, 1984, pp. 1- 19. See also M. Camille's chapter which 
he calls "Courtly Crap" (Image on the Edge: The Margins of Medieval 
Art, Cambridge, MA, 1992, pp. 111- 128), where he takes faecal allu
sions beyond the Bible into high-blown literature and illustration. See 
also the bibliography referred to in Persels 2006, note 61 below. 

47 The fountain was completed in 1559: Chevalier G. de Schoutheete 
de Tervarent, "L.:origine des fontaines anthropomorphes", Bulletin 
de Ia C/asse des Beaux-Arts , 38, 1956, pp. 122- 128; Deonna 1958, 
p. 261 , fig. 118. A later reflection of this configuration was to be found 
on a fountain now lost, in the garden of the villa La Duchesca built by 
Alfonso II about 1488 outside Naples. A central figure of Parthenope 
spouted water from her nipples into the mouths of three putti "who 
dispensed it in turn through their penes". Quoted from G. L. Hersey, 
Alfonso II and the artistic Renewal of Naples , 1485- 1495, New Haven 
and London , 1969, p. 71. I thank Diane Ahl for bringing this reference 
to my attention. 

48 Pliny the Elder, The Natural History, H. Rackham, ed. and trans. , 
Cambridge, Mass. , 1938- 1963, N. B. Book 28. 

49 H. von Staden, "Women and Dirt", He/ios, 19, no. 1 and 2, 1992, 
pp. 7- 30, gives an extended report on the medicinal uses of urine as 
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well as feces in the literature of Hippocratic healing. I thank Prof. von 
Staden for providing me with an off-print of his important article. 

5o L. B. Kanter eta/. , ed. , Painting and Illumination in Early Renais
sance Florence , 1300- 1450, New York, 1994, pp. 311-314, n. 43 ill; 
here Kanter discusses the relation to a scene by Lorenzo Monaco as 
the source for this scene. 

51 Another desco of the late 1430s attributed to the Maestro del 
Giudizio di Paride shows a. standing nude child with such a cavalluccio 
of wood; reproduced in C. De Carli , I deschi da parto e Ia pittura del 
primo Rinascimento toscano, Turin, 1997, no. 21 , p. 112. The combina
tion of toys, pinwheel and hobby-horse, appears later in Cesare Ripa's 
description of Pazzia or Madness: a grown man laughing and carrying 
a pinwheel in his right hand and riding a reed (canna) , described in the 
text as " istromento piacevole, & trastullo de fanciulli "; C. Ripa, lconolo
gia , ed. P. Buscaroli , Turin, 1991 , vol. 2, p. 104. 

52 "QUEST Sl FE A Dl XXV DAPRILE NEL MILLE QUATTROCEN
TO VENTOTTO : FACCIA IDDIO SANA OGNI DONNA CHFFIGLIA EPA
DR! LORO [ ... ] RO [ .. . ] ERNATO SIA SANZA NOlA ORICHDIA. ISONO. 
UNBANBOLIN.CHESUL. [ROCCA? ISOLA?] DIMORO. FO.LAPISCIA. 
DARIENTO. EDORO". K. Christiansen and J. Pope-Hennessy, "Deschi 
da Parto", Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin , 38, 1 , 1980, pp. 1, 6, 9, 
1 0; and De Carli 1997, p. 254. 

53 E.g. Psalm 105, 37 [describing the Chosen People in their es
cape from Egypt]: "He brought forth also with silver and gold; and 
there was not one feeble person among their tribes"; the prophesy 
of Zechariah 13,9: "And I will bring the third part through the fire, and 
will refine them as silver is refined: and I will try them as gold is tried. 
They shall call on my name, and I will hear them. I will say: Thou art my 
people: and they shall say: The Lord is my God"; Malachi 3:3: "And he 
shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver: and he shall purify the sons 
of Levi , and purge them as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the 
Lord an offering in righteousness". 

54 Kanter 1994, p. 312, names Tommaso Montauri, member of 
a family of rich goldsmiths, whose shield may be one of those paint
ed on the desco. De Carli 1997, no. 35, p. 144, reproduces a second 
desco pisciatore attributed to Apollonio di Giovanni on the verso of 
"The Triumph of Chastity" where one putto collects the urine of an
other in a long-neck jar, which she describes as signifying "prosperita 
e terti/ita" . She also refers to an illustration of a Cicero Oratione where 
one puer mingens pisses into a large bowl held by another kneeling 
putto, and a third standing child with his back turned in the margin 
relieves himself into a small bowl. See G. Lazzi , " II Cicerone Landau 
Finaly", in La miniatura italiana tra Gotico e Rinascimento . I Atti dell/ 
Congresso di Storia della Miniatura ltaliana, Cortona, 23- 26 settembre 
1982, ed. E. Sesti , Florence, 1985, pp. 309- 327, Fig. 7, Miniature Pa
dovano-Ferrarese (c. 1465- 1470). The illustration is associated with 
the text of M. T. Cicero, Orationes (Pro Ligario) , Florence, Biblioteca 
Nazionale, ms Lan. Fin. 21 , fol. 118'. 

55 See the remarks of Morolli 1979, note 32. 
5 6 See Hippolyti Marracchii , Polyanthea Mariana, Cologne Agrip

pinae, 1710, s.v. VAS, pp. 745- 753. The reference to this epithet in the 
sacristies is essentially a reflection of the underlying meaning of the 
whole building, which, as Irving Lavin has shown, was conceived as an 
image of the Virgin pregnant with Christ, the Flower: Santa Maria del 
Fiore: if Duomo di Firenze e Ia vergine incinta , trans. S. Panichi , Rome, 
1999. 

57 Bernard of Clairvaux, St. Bernard's Sermons for the Seasons 
and Principal Festivals of the Year, Westminster, MD, 1950, pp. 281-
305, Sermon for the Feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
(September 8, Cant. ii. 16,17), esp. p. 284. Bernard 's extension of the 
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305, Sermon for the Feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
(September 8, Cant. ii. 16,17), esp. p. 284. Bernard’s extension of the 
epithet came after centuries of identifying Christ as the Fons Vitae, an 
idea introduced by Origen in the second century. 
 58 Bonaventura referred to her with this title throughout his ser-
mons and writings including qualifi ers such as “fons misericordiae”, 
“fons devotionis”, “aquas administrans fons indefi cientis aquae”, 
“fons irrigans paradisum”, fons fordida lavans”, “fons vitae vivifi cans”, 
“fons clementiae”, “fons nectar orbi propinans”, “fons dulcis et amoe-
nus”, etc. See Marracchii 1710, entry for FONS, pp. 238–250. Vas dig-
num, egregium, fi gulum pariens, gratum, immensissimum, laudabile, 
nobile, purissimum, just to mention a few of the adjectives used by 
St. Bonaventure in describing Mary.
 59 There are many societies, both primitive and developed – too 
many to ignore – that worship urine, imbibe it, and use it in rituals; see 
again Deonna 1958.
 60 See Deonna 1958, pp. 239–296, aft. 317.
 61 Pliny 1938–1963, Book 28, Chap. 18 [65].
 62  K. Christiansen, “Lorenzo Lotto and the Tradition of Epitha-
lamic Paintings”, Apollo, 124, no. 295, 1986, pp. 166–173, cites Statius 
[Silvae, I, II, Ins. 260–273) as a source for the Cupid expressing hap-
piness and fecundity, and Catullus (Gai Valeri Catulli Liber, LXVII, In. 
30) who describes the act of urination on a woman’s lap as a parody of 
the sexual act. Catullus may indeed be referring here to Pliny’s state-
ment. Most of the authors who have discussed the Lotto painting refer 
to the revival of the classical puer mingens motif found, among other 
places, in the woodcut illustrations to the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, 
chapter 8. See above, note 46. François Rabelais, in his Five books of 
the Lives, Heroic Deeds and Sayings of Gargantua and his Son Pan-
tagruel (1521 and 1530), Chap. 1.XVII, “How Gargantua paid his wel-
come to the Parisians, and how he took away the great bells of Our 
Lady’s Church”, tells how Pantagruel pissed in the middle of the camp 
of King Anarch’s forces, and “drowned all of them, resulting in fl ood 
for ten leagues around”. This story and the therapeutic value of urine 
are splendidly put into historical context by Jeff Persels: “Taking the 
Piss out of Pantagruel: Urine and Micturition in Rabelais”, in Meaning 
and Its Objects: Material Culture in Medieval and Renaissance France, 
M. Burland, D. P. LaGuardia, and A. Tarnowski, eds., Yale French Stud-
ies 110, New Haven, 2006, pp. 137–151, with copious bibliography; 
see esp. notes 4 and 21. Again I thank Diane Ahl for her friendly at-
tentiveness in guiding me to these references.
 Tervarant 1956 had already referred to the little fountain by Pierino da 
Vinci in the Arezzo Museo Civico, a smiling boy-putto who pees through 
a mask held like a cache-sexe, commented on by Varsari; see Giorgio 
Vasari: principi, letterati e artisti nelle carte di Giorgio Vasari, Casa 
Vasari, pittura vasariana dal 1532 al 1554, Sottochiesa di S. Francesco, 
Arezzo, 26 settembre–29 novembre 1981, ed. L. Corti et al., Florence, 
1981, p. 265, n. 20; and C. Dempsey, Inventing the Renaissance Putto, 
Chapel Hill and London, 2001, p. 112, fi g. 74. None of these authors 
mention the Buggiano fi gures. S. Béguin, Le siècle de Titien: l’âge d’or 
de la peinture à Venise, exh. cat. Grand Palais, 9 mars–14 juin 1993, 
ed. M. Laclotte et al., Paris, 1993, pp. 494–495, cat. no. 154, pl. 154, on 
p. 147, however, points out that the drunken putti on bacchanalian sar-
cophagi were often taken over in the Renaissance, their wine symbol-
izing Christ’s Eucharistic blood, giving as an example Lotto’s frescoes 
in the Oratorio Suardi at Trescore (1524).S. Béguin, Le siècle de Titien: 
l’âge d’or de la peinture à Venise, exh. cat. Grand Palais, 9 mars–14 
juin 1993, ed. M. Laclotte et al., Paris, 1993, pp. 494–495, cat. no. 154, 
pl. 154, on p. 147, See also: D. Rosand, “So-And-So Reclining on Her 
Couch”, in Titian’s Venus of Urbino. Masterpieces of Western Painting, 

ed. R. Goffen, London, 1997, pp. 37–62, and R. Goffen, “Sex, Space, 
and Social History in Titian’s Venus of Urbino”, in the same volume, 
pp. 63–90. It is also generally agreed (including by Sigmund Freud) 
that urine and semen were thought of as quasi-interchangeable. It is 
perhaps surprising that semen was also a Marian epithet, although 
rare, yet an epithet; see Marracchii 1710, p. 625 [Semen David, ex quo 
genitus est Christus secundum carnem (D. Epiphan); Semen prorsus 
immaculatum (S.Giov Damasco, orat. Nativ B. Maria) Semen clarum 
(S. Bonavent. in Psalterio Minori B. Virg. Quinquagena 2); Semen abra-
hae, quod nunquam peccato servivit (Albert. Magn. super Missus est, 
cap. 50). In the twentieth century, see the photograph of Robert Map-
plethorpe that equates urine and semen: Robert Mapplethorpe: Tra 
antico e moderno. Un’antologia, ed. G. Celant, Florence, 2005, p. 119, 
“Jim and Tom, Sousalito, 1977”, 34 × 34 cm.
 63 M. D. Ciardi Dupré dal Poggetto, Il “Buggiano” scultore. Atti 
del Convengno su Andrea Cavalcanti detto Il Buggiano, Bologna, 
1980, pp. 37–46. She goes on to say: that her action is to fecundate 
with water the luxuriant acanthus below as a sign of the divine force of 
Eros under the “spoglie” of the winged putti [“una fi gure femminile che 
simboleggia la Terra, generatrice di vita – le rigogliose foglie di acanto 
sulla base – se fecondata dall’acqua, auspice la forza divina di Eros 
sotto le spoglie dei putti alati”]. She was followed in this formulation 
verbatim by a number of scholars, the most recent being G. Kreyten-
berg, “Le sculture trecentesche all’esterno e all’interno”, in Gurrieri 
and Acidini 1995, vol. 2, pp. 73–194, esp. pp. 161–187. Del Bravo 1981 
had long before put the concetto in relation to Platonic ideas and the 
writings of Chrysaloris, surely known to Brunelleschi.
 64 These formulations are from St. Bonaventure; for others, see 
Marracchii 1710, s.v. Terra, pp. 700–714.
 65 See Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, ed. H. C. 
Ackerman et al., 9 vols., Zürich and Düsseldorf, 1981–1999, vol. 4, 1 
(1988), pp. 177–179, vol. 4, 2, nos. 13–33, pp. 98–99, where the earth 
goddess delivers a child to another deity; and vol. 7, 1 (1994), pp. 
880–889, vol. 7, 2, nos. 31–34, pp. 607–608, including the recumbent 
fi gure in bacchic and seasonal scenes, and as a disembodied head.
 66 Uranus was the son and husband of Gaia and father of the Ti-
tans. He appears in this role on the statue of Augustus (of the Prima 
Porta) at the top of the cuirass; and again as the footstool of Christ 
on the sarcophagus of Junius Bassus, where he has come to mean 
“universal dominion”, over which Christ holds sway.
 67 Another examples of the two-handed hair-ringing gesture is 
seen in the late second–early third century mosaic Birth of Venus in the 
site museum of Lamta (Leptiminus), Tunisia; M. Fulford, The Journal of 
Roman Studies, vol. 84, 1994, pp. 252–253.
 68 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, C. S. Singleton, trans. with 
commen., 3 vols., Princeton, 1975, vol. 3: Paradiso, pp. 164–174, 234. 
E. Auerbach, “Figurative Texts illustrating Certain Passages of Dante’s 
Commedia”, Speculum, 21, no. 4, 1946, pp. 474–489, esp. pp. 484–
485, singled out this passage to speak of Mary as the fi gure of Terra 
motivated by the Trinity. He observed that Dante and Hugo of St. Vic-
tor were among the few to do so, quoting Hugo’s passage beginning 
“Terra de qua primus homo natus est, signifi cat Virginem, de qua 
secundus homo natus est; virgo terra, virgo Maria [...]” (PL, CLXXV, 
639).
 69 Wood transferred to canvas, 75.8 × 57.5 cm. The painting fi rst 
appeared in Berenson’s lists with the provenance: Collection of 
Ashburton, Alfred de Rothschild; Almena, Contessa di Carnarvon. It 
was bought by Canada in 1927. The artist sometimes signed himself 
Lovino or Lovinus. L. Beltrami, Bernardino Luini e l’opera sua a Luga-
no, Lugano, 1910; A. Ottino Della Chiesa, Bernardino Luini, Novara, 
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1956, p. 124, no. 198, fi g. 109. Also Bernardino Luini and Renaissance 
painting in Milan: The Frescoes of San Maurizio al Monastero Mag-
giore, ed. S. Bandera and M. T. Fiorio, Milan, 2000.
 70 The National Gallery of Canada has given its permission for me 
to publish this reconstruction, at the same time reserving judgment 
as to its correctness. Stephen Gritt, the gallery’s Chief Conservator, 
informs me that there exists a replica of the painting, also transferred 
from wood to fabric, that “was with Joannes Neckermann in Frankfort 
in 1972 [...] (and) has appeared on the market three times since then 
(present whereabouts unknown)”. According to photographs, this ver-
sion shows the same composition, that is, with only two lilies, as the 
Ottawa original. It differs only in the inclusion of transparent haloes. 
 71 M. A. Lavin 1955 and 1961. The material came from a term pa-
per for a seminar given in 1950 by Professor Erwin Panofsky at the 
Institute of Fine Arts, New York University. Since that time, there has 
been much work on the subject in its social and historical context; see, 
F. O. Büttner, Imitatio Pietatis, Berlin, 1983, pp. 79–85, 133–136, and B. 
D. Steele, “The Humblest prophet: the Infant Baptist in Venice ca. 1500”, 
Studies in Iconography, 16, 1994 (1995), pp. 165–190, with much use-
ful bibliography in the notes, pp. 180–190. See also R. J. M. Olson, The 
Florentine Tondo, Oxford, 2000, pp. 87–89.
 72 This identifi cation refers to Christ’s sacrifi ce on the Cross, an 
allusion developed fully in the Book of Revelations. See below, note 
106.
 73 The narrative is found in the anonymous “Vita di San Giovanni 
Battista, published in Biblioteca scelta di opere italiane, antiche e mod-
erne, CCXLIV, Domenico Cavalca, Volgarizzamento delle vite de’Santi 
Padri, ed. D. M. Manni and A. Cesari, 6 vols.; vols. 4–6, Vite di alcuni 
santi scritte nel buon secolo della lingua toscana, Milan, 1929, vol. 4, 
pp. 259–369. The passage just mentioned is found on pp. 298–299.
 74 Oil on poplar, 70 cm diam.; signed on the cartellino in the fore-
ground. Lavin 1955, pp. 97–98, fi g. 21. The tondo was recently restored; 
see T. Henry and L. Kanter, Luca Signorelli: the Complete Paintings, 
New York, 2002, no. 96, p. 227.
 75 As in Fra Filippo’s Medici Altarpiece (Berlin), or in Baldovinetti’s 
Caffagiolo Altarpiece (Uffi zi); Lavin 1955, pp. 93–96.
 76 See Lavin 1955, pp. 96–97. The painting was commissioned in 
1483, not set in place until more the fi fteen years later, after it was the 
subject of a prolonged law suit. The second version of the composi-
tion, in the National Gallery, London, dates in the early years of the 
sixteenth century.
 77 The motif became ubiquitous also in northern Europe; see e.g. 
the works of Joos van Cleve reproduced in J. O. Hand, Joos van Cleve: 
the Complete Paintings, New Haven, CT, 2004, Figs. 103, 105. The em-
brace was also forecast by Botticelli, as in Fig. 26.
  78 Ottino Della Chiesa 1956, p. 89, no. 102; Luini’s painting was 
given to Philip II of Spain in 1574 as a Leonardo.
 79 See my article: “The Joy of the Bridegroom’s Friend: Smiling 
Faces in Fra Filippo, Raphael and Leonardo”, in Art the Ape of Nature. 
Essays in Honor of H .W. Janson, ed. M. Barasch and L. F. Sandler, and 
P. Egan, New York, 1981, pp. 193–210, where I discuss the meaning of 
John’s smile in relation to the Song of Songs, and John’s expression: 
“my joy therefore is fulfi lled [gaudium impletum]” (John 3:29) at the 
arrival of the Savior. See below, the discussion of Leonardo’s St. John 
the Baptist in the section “Divine Love”, and the fi nal section, “Divine 
Union”.
 80 Lionello Venturi, who saw the painting soon after it arrived in Can-
ada (Italian Paintings in America, 3 vols., New York, 1933, vol. 3, p. 492), 
made the following statement: “Characteristic of Luini is the taste to trans-
form one part of a sacred scene into a delicate little scene of genre”. 

 81 Lavin 1955, Fig. 1. Illustration to Psalm 85, Chludoff Psalter, fol. 
85r, Paris, Coll. Hautes-Études, a scene of the Visitation with the two 
unborn children appearing above their mothers, Christ blessing and 
John venerating.
 82 Biblical sodomy means intercourse with an animal: Deuterono-
my 27, verse 21: “Cursed be he that lieth with any manner of beast. 
And all the people shall say, Amen”. For medieval interpretations and 
defi nitions, see M. D. Jordan, The Invention of Sodomy in Christian 
Theology, Chicago and London, 1997.
 83 At approximately the same date, Paris Bordone painted some-
thing of the same sort but in “reverse order”. See his Mystic Marriage 
of St. Cathe rine, shown in the exhibition: Bellini, Giorgione, Titian and 
the Renaissance of Venetian Painting, eds. D. A. Brown and S. Ferino-
Pagden, Washington, D.C. and Vienna, 2006, cat. no. 13, pp. 96–97; 
c. 1524–1527, oil on canvas, 149 × 260 cm, private collection. As the 
Christ Child proffers a ring to St. Catherine at the right, the Virgin Mary 
leans left to take hold of the Infant John the Baptist’s arm. The child 
twists in her grasp, and his tunic lifts to expose his bare buttocks at 
which his lamb seems lovingly to sniff. In some odd way, Luini’s motive 
must have been known to later artists. In fact I found the exact same 
motif, in reverse, on a piece of garden sculpture by the Azienda Lischi 
Srl, via Pontina km 24, Rome [see Fig. 41]. The current owner of the 
company informed me that the piece was designed by his father in the 
mid-20th century to imitate a classical relief.
 84 See above, note 70.
 85 Luini’s painting of The Madonna and Child with Sts Anne, 
Joseph and the Infant Baptist, later 1520s, today in the Pinacoteca Am-
brosiana, Milan (Inv. 92, tempera and oil on wood, 118 × 92 cm), follows 
very closely the composition of Leonardo’s Burlington House Cartoon, 
which, it is said, was in the possession of Luini’s son Aurelio. The paint-
ing was purchased by Federico Boromeo before 1607. All the paintings 
in the Ambrosiana can be seen on-line [www.ambrosiana.it].
 86 C. Pedretti, “The ‘Angel in the Flesh’”, in Achademia Leonardi 
Vinci, 4, 1991, pp. 34–51. See also A. Green, “Ange ou démon?” in Ach-
ademia Leonardi Vinci, 6, 1993, pp. 212–215, and a recent biography 
by C. Vecce, Leonardo [Profi li, 24], Rome, 2006.
 87 Gian Giacomo Caprotti da Oreno (nicknamed Salai or il Salaino), 
“The little devil” from Pulci’s Il Morgante Maggiore, came in 1490, 
aged 10, and stayed throughout his life. Giovanni Antonio Boltraffi o 
(1466/67–1516), came in 1491; he was the best artist of the group. 
Marco d’Oggione (c. 1470–1549) arrived somewhat later, and Frances-
co Melzi (1493–1570), son of a Milanese aristocrat, entered in 1506 as 
a boy and remained to become Leonardo’s heir and executor. Luini’s 
undocumented time in the Leonardo circle is presumed to have been 
between 1512 and 1516, after which the master left for France. 
 In the context of Leonardo’s sexuality, it is often reported that in 1476, 
when he was 25 and still working in the Verrocchio atelier, he was ac-
cused of sodomy with the 17-year-old Jacopo Saltarelli, a model in the 
shop, a known “sodomite”. Leonardo was acquitted for lack of witness-
es; J. M. Saslow, Ganymede in the Renaissance: Homosexuality in Art 
and Society, New Haven, 1986, p. 197. See G. Ruggiero, The Bounda-
ries of Eros: Sex Crime and Sexuality in Renaissance Venice, New York 
and Oxford, 1985, pp. 109–145, who documents the Renaissance defi ni-
tion of sodomy (all homosexual, “unnatural”, and non-procreative sex), 
its prevalence (increasingly reported during the fi fteenth century), and 
its awful punishment (public burning alive for “active” partners; cutting 
off of a hand or the nose, or blinding for the “passive” partner). 
 88 He was called an “effete, almost obscene ephebe”, by C. Gould, 
Leonar do da Vinci, the Artist and the Non-Artist, London, 1975, p. 125; 
a “creature of dubious sex, some minister of vice [...] a lampoon [...] 
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calculated to wound the feeling of sincere Christians”, by R. Langton 
Douglas, Leo nardo da Vinci, His Life and His Pictures, Chicago, 1944, 
p. 104. More sympathetic, if still disapproving, are the comments of 
Kenneth Clark, Leonardo da Vinci, Cambridge, 1939, p. 175: “a curi-
ously personal conception [...] the eternal question mark, the enigma 
of creation. He has the smile of the Sphinx and the power of an ob-
sessive shape [...] but it remains an unsatisfactory work”. The most 
peculiar explanation of the fi gure’s androgyny is that of R. S. Stites, 
et al., The Sublimations of Leo nardo da Vinci, Washington, D.C., 1970, 
pp. 354, 357–359, who identifi es the fi gure as a portrait of Leonardo’s 
mother in the guise of St. Mary Magdalene. 
 89 In fact, all these elements, except for the direction of the point-
ing, come from narrative scenes in which John speaks to his followers 
and points to Christ. See the example in an illustration to John 3, 27–31 
in the Gospel Book of the Bulgarian King John Alexander; British Mu-
seum Add. 39627, fol. 215v, 1356; B. Filov, Les Miniatures de l’Evangile 
du Roi Jean Alexandre a Londre, Sofi a, 1934, pl. 104 (284).
 90 Clark 1939, p. 174, and K. Clark, The Drawings of Leonardo da 
Vinci in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen at Windsor Castle, 2nd 
ed. revised with assistance of C. Pedretti, 3 vols., London, 1968, vol. 1, 
p. 107, 12564, 20.2 × 15.1 cm, pen, ink and chalk, “studio copy”. 
 91 A painting was created from the Angel drawing by an anony-
mous follower, today in the Kunstmuseum in Basel, Switzerland.
 92 “Sermo in nativitates S. Joannis Baptistae” (PL, 184: col. 1000), 
attributed to, although not by, St. Bernard, and quoted in the Meditations 
on the Life of Christ, by John of Caulibus (?), trans. and ed. F. X. Taney, 
A. Miller, C. M. Stallings-Taney, Asheville, NC, 2000, Chap. XXX, p. 105. 
See W. Haring, “The Winged John the Baptist”, Art Bulletin, 5, 1922–
1923, pp. 35–40. 
 93 Pedretti 1991, esp. pp. 38–39, Fig. 14, which he dates c. 1513–
1514. The drawing is in a private collection in Germany; it is done in 
black chalk with color added, on blue paper, 25.7 × 19 cm. 
 94 Pedretti underscores the fact that in the sixteenth century Leon-
ardo’s sexual preferences were so well known that two generations 
later Gian Paolo Lomazzo (1561–1600), in his Libro dei Sogni, twice 
describes Leo nardo’s open enjoyment of male-to-male intercourse 
and homoerotic conduct. R. P. Ciardi, ed., Gian Paolo Lomazzo: Scritti 
sulle arti, 2 vols., Florence, 1973, vol. 1, Primo Ragionament: Paolo 
Giovio istorico e Leonardo Vinci pittore, pp. 6–23, and Ragionamento 
Quinto: Leonardo Vinci e Fidia, entrambi pittori e scultori, pp. 85–167. 
Lomazzo was a colleague of Melzi and through him had access to 
much Leonardo information. Many well-meaning but bigoted historians 
have explained away Leonardo’s preferences by claiming he sublimat-
ed the sexual drive into an all-consuming work ethic. The bibliography 
on Leonardo and this subject is overwhelming; see C. Pedretti’s own 
personal corpus, which includes all the necessary references.
 95 While often seeming rather provocative, for the most part, they 
reveal certain spiritual aspects in the human body and psychology. For 
example a Madonna and Child, in the Wawel Royal Castle, Cracow, 
Poland, shows Mary as an exceedingly beautiful young woman, 
dressed in green and voluptuously enveloped in a blue-gray scarf that 
passes diagonally around her head and under neck and tied at left 
shoulder. Her lace-edged white under garment is untied to expose 
a full frontal breast closely juxtaposed the face of the Child; his Su-
sanna and the Elder, in the Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, Milan, shows the 
protagonist completely nude, pressing her left index fi nger to her own 
right nipple (reproduced in G. B. Reggiori, Bernardino Luini: Cenni bi-
ografi ci…, Milan [n.d.], p. 47).
 96 The painting (168 × 112 cm, 1509, Paris, Musée du Louvre), was 
copied many times, including by Luini who extracted the detail of Christ 

mounting the lamb. See the study by M. Keynes, “The Iconography of 
Leonardo’s London cartoon”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 117, no. 1467, 
1991, pp. 147–158, who identifi es the older woman as St. Elizabeth, 
hypothesizing a fi gure of Zachariah on the right now lost, making the 
subject into a “second Visitation”.
 97 Luini later also did a small painting focusing only on the Christ 
Child gripping the lamb around the neck (Pinacoteca Amrosiana, Inv. 
82, tempera and oil, 28 × 25 cm). The struggling motif was transferred 
to the Infant John and carried to a higher intensity of affection by 
Lorenzo Lotto in his large altarpiece, Madonna and Child with Saints, 
1521, oil on canvas, 287 × 268 cm, in the Church of Santo Spirito, Ber-
gamo.
 98 Christ himself equates his Baptism to his bloody sacrifi ce (Matt. 
20: 22, Luke 12: 50).Through this equation the Church fathers saw the 
Baptism as the beginning of the Passion, and Christ’s descent into the 
waters of Jor dan as his descent into the “waters of death”, the sorrow-
ful caves of the underworld; see E. Schlink, The Doctrine of Baptism, 
trans. H. J. A. Bou man, St. Louis, 1972, “The Baptism, Death and Res-
urrection of Jesus”, pp. 21ff., plus bibliography.
 99 M. Levy d’Ancona, The Garden of the Renaissance: Botanical 
Symbolism in Italian Painting, Florence, 1977: Sword Lilies (Irises), 
p. 186, no. 79; Violets, p. 398, no. 164; Geranium, p. 154, no. 65. 
 100 I thank most heartily Mike McGrath, host of Public Radio’s “You 
Bet Your Garden” and former Editor-in-Chief of the magazine Organic 
Gardening, for help in identifying this plant. See G. A. Burdock, Ency-
clopedia of Food & Color Additives, Boca Raton, 1996: Chives, pp. 87, 
95–96.
 101 O. Pächt, “Early Italian Nature Stories and the Early Calendar 
Landscape”, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 13, no. 
1/2, 1950, pp. 13–47, esp. pp. 33, 34–37. The fundamental historical 
study of the Mandragora offi cinarum (called “May apple” in the Unit-
ed States) throughout the centuries is: H. Rahner, S.J., Griechische 
Mythen in Christlicher Deutung, Zürich, 1957, trans. B. Battershaw, Greek 
Myths and Christian Mystery, London, 1963. 
 102 This illustration demonstrates one of the correct methods of up-
rooting the plant; see below, note 104.
 103 She continues: “When a human creature is torn asunder in his 
innermost being, so that he continually goes about in sadness and 
unceasingly is full of grief, if constantly he feels a want in his heart and 
a pain – then let him take a mandrake that has been uprooted from the 
earth and has lain for a night and a day in a fountain of living water 
and let him lay this mandrake beside him in his bed, so that the root 
becomes warm from the heat of his body and let him so pray. ‘O God 
who hast fashioned man out of clay without pain, see, I lay beside me 
this piece of earth which has never sinned, so that my own clay may at 
length come to know that peace in which thou didst create it’” (PL, vol. 
197, Physica, coll. 1151A–1152A).
 104 The authors quoted by Rahner 1963, include: Augustine, Isi-
dore, Theophrastus, Josephus, Alcuin, Ambrose, Jerome, Bruno of 
Asti, Anselm of Laon and so on through Calvin. The Glossa ordinaria 
says: “The mandrake (Grace of God) gives us the rest from all the dis-
turbances of the world which removes all tendencies to vomit before 
God’s word; it gives us the numbness which prevents us from feeling 
any pain when our vices are excised”. The medicinal effects of the 
mandrake are continually recorded in later manuals of health such as 
the Tacuinum Sanitatis, c. 1390, where the proper and safe method 
of uprooting by a dog is illustrated in the Österreichische Nationalbi-
bliothek, Vienna, Ms 2644, fol. 40 (reproduced in J. B. Friedman, The 
Monstrous Races in Medieval Art and Thought, Cambridge MA, 1981 
[our Fig. 36]).
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 105 Honorius Augustodunensis, “Expositio in Cantica Cantico-
rum”, PL, vol. 172, cols. 352A–358C, 471. Handschrift München Clm 
5118 (Hohenliede Kommentar des Honorius), 12th c. Rahner, Eng. 
ed., pp. 274–275, translates the inscription in the rectangular frame: 
“On whom he sets a head, her he adorns with a crown as his bride. 
As bridegroom makes her the equal of queens, and joins her to his 
friends”.
 106 Commentary on the Song of Songs; formerly wrongly ascribed to 
St. Thomas Aquinas, his teacher. Published as Sonet vox tua, c. 7, in 
Opera Omnia, 14, Parma, 1863, as cited in Rahner, Eng. ed., p. 271.
 107 See again my article, cited in note 79.
 108 New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2nd ed., 15 vols., Washington, D.C., 
2003, vol. 8, s.v. “Lamb of God”, pp. 299–302.
 109 The same is true, more than four hundred years later, of the 
vulnerable but sensuous child and his wooly pet, crying out his fore-
knowledge of what awaits him, by Sir Joshua Reynolds (oil on canvas, 
127 × 100 cm, c. 1776, Minneapolis, MN, Institute of Arts).
 110 I am leaving out of this discussion the parallel development 
that took place even more markedly in the second half of the century 
in northern Europe, where back views, emphasizing the buttocks, be-
came commonplace in the works of Abraham Bloemaert, Hendrick 
Goltzius, Bartholomaeus Spranger, Lambert Lombard and the like. 
See my: “An at tribution to Abraham Bloemaert”, Oud-Holland, 80, 1965, 
pp. 123–129; M. Widmer, Aspects de la fortune critique et historio-
graphique de cinq peintres maniéristes: B. Spranger, H. Goltzius, Cor-
nelis van Haarlem, A. Bloemaert, J. Wtewael, Geneva, 1991.
 111 The Terra Mater referred above, is reproduced in the Lexicon, 
1994, vol. 7, 2, no. 31, p. 607. The so-called “Bed of Polykeitus” would 
qualify in this category; reproduced in P. P. Bober, “Polykles and 
Polykleitos in the Renaissance: The ‘Letto di Policleto’” in W. G. Moon, 
ed., Polykleitos, the Doryphoros, and Tradition, Madison, 1995, pp. 
317–326.
 112 This standing nude is described as a courtesan by Alciphron 
(2nd century AD), Letters of Hetaerae, 4, 14, 4 (1,39), and as a peasant 
girl by Athenaeus (fl . 200 AD) in his Deipnosophistae (12, 554 AD); 
G. Säfl und and P. M. Fraser, Aphrodite Kallipygos, Stockholm, 1963, 
p. 45, and passim; F. Haskell and N. Penny, Taste and the Antique: 
the Lure of Classical Sculpture, 1500–1900, New Haven, 1981, cat. no. 
86. See also the Lexicon iconographicum 1981–1999, VII, Venus, pp. 
194–211. Males are also shown from the back, and frequently entirely 
nude. See the fragment of the front of a sarcophagus representing the 
Triumph of Dionysus in the Campo Santo of Pisa; A. Cristiani Gabba, 
Camposanto Monumentale di Pisa: Le Antichita, Pisa, 1977, no. 251, 
pp. 171–172, 165–195 AD, pl. 119, no. 250-51 (D3 est).
 113 Camille 1992, pp. 111ff.
 114 The central part of an altarpiece (separated from its wings), by 
Bartolommeo Bulgarini, c. 1340, shows an Assumption of the Virgin 
with St. Thomas on a small scale receiving her belt in the center of 
the foreground with his back turned to the picture plane (Pinacote-
ca Nazionale, Siena); reproduced in H. van Os, Sienese Altarpieces 
1215–1460: Form, Content, Function, 2 vols., Groningen, 1990, vol. 2: 
1344–1460, p. 32, Fig. 4.
 115 More than once, authors have tried, gratuitously, to give specifi c 
identifi cation to the turbaned fi gure. See, e.g., the extended study of 
Silvia Ronchey, L’Enigma di Piero: l’ultimo bizantino e la crociata fan-
tasma nella rivelazione di un grande quadro, Milan, 2006, pp. 274 etc. 
However, Piero turned the fi gure around, quite meticulously, in order 
to present him as an anonymous type.
 116 Lavin 1994, pp. 215–222. This narrative technique is quite in-
novative and deserves fuller treatment than I could give in that study 

or than I can give here. For the sermon, see San Bernardino da Siena, 
Le Prediche Volgari, ed. P. Bargellini, Milan, 1937, pp. 893–919, no. 39. 
See now also P. Scarpellini and M. R. Silvestrelli, eds., Pintoricchio, 
Milano, 2004, and the excellent entry on the chapel by Silvestrelli, pp. 
57–69, who speaks of Leonardo Benvoglienti, constant companion and 
biographer of the saint, as a source for the scenes. Also P. S. Albright, 
“Pintoricchio’s frescoes in the San Bernardino Chapel in Santa Maria in 
Aracoeli, Rome”, Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1980.
 117 “and when they perceived themselves to be naked, they sewed 
together fi g leaves, and made themselves aprons”. See O. Goetz, Der 
Feigenbaum in der religiösen Kunst des Abendlandes, Berlin, 1965; on 
its ribald meaning, see Frantz 1989, pp. 33–36, 53. 
 118 The Italian name refers to the plant’s leaf shaped like a friar’s 
cowl; cf. S. Battaglia, Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana, Turin, 
1961, vol. I, p. 658. 
 119 Bargellini 1937, no. 39, pp. 893–919. See Ruggiero 1985, pp. 
109–145. 
 120 Ruggiero 1985, loc. cit., quotes frequent documentation of anal 
intercourse with a spouse used as a method of birth control.
 121 All of these works are reproduced in M. Meiss’s revealing sur-
vey, “Sleep in Venice: Ancient Myths and Renaissance Proclivities”, 
reprinted in The Painter’s Choice: Problems in the Interpretation of 
Renaissance Art, New York, 1976, pp. 212–239, and show women fac-
ing forward, except for one classical example (Fig. 227) and the two 
prints (Figs. 225 and 226) about to be discussed.
 122 J. A. Levenson et al., eds., Engravings from the National Gallery 
of Art, Washington, D.C., 1973, pp. 399 n. 24.
 123 A. von Bartsch, The Illustrated Bartsch, gen. ed. W. L. Strauss, 
New York, 1978, vol. 27, ed. K. Oberhuber, p. 55, no. 359 (274), 
237 × 331 mm. Scholarship on the print is summarized in the exhibi-
tion catalogue Engravings of Marcantonio Raimondi, eds. I. H. Shoe-
maker and E. Broun, Lawrence, KA, 1981, p. 74, pl. 12.
 124 See W. Gibson, “Bosch’s Dreams: a Response to the Art of 
Bosch in the Sixteenth Century”, Art Bulletin, 74, 1992, pp. 203–218.
 125 These suggestions all have been put forward; see Shoemaker 
and Broun 1981, p. 74.
 126 See Sermon No. 19 (C. Delcorno, ed., Prediche volgari di Ber-
nardino da Siena, 2 vols., Milan, 1989, vol. 1, p. 560, lines 86–92).
 127 The technique consists of creating forms by making tiny pits in 
the copper plate with the tip of the burin or, in Campagnola’s case, 
a goldsmith’s punch. The clustering of dots creates the forms, the 
lights, and the shadows, without employing a single straight line. 
W. R. Rearick, “From Arcady to the Barnyard”, in The Pastoral Land-
scape, ed. J. D. Hunt, Washington, D.C., Hanover and London, 1992, 
pp. 136–159, esp. pp. 143–144, claims that Campagnola’s stippling 
was “achieved to follow Titians stippled use of brush and wash”. How-
ever, Campagnola’s job, in this case, was more diffi cult than Titian’s. 
I am grateful to Stephen Campbell for guiding me to this reference. 
 128 See The Illustrated Bartsch, 1984, vol. 25, ed. M. Zucher, p. 475. 
no. .008, for a review of interpretations.
 129 It is well known that Campagnola’s education in the engraving 
technique included copying prints by Albrecht Dürer.
 130 P. Emison, “Asleep in the Grass of Arcady: Giulio Campagnola’s 
Dreamer”, Renaissance Quarterly, 45, no. 2, 1992, pp. 271–292; this 
article presents an in-depth analysis of the print arguing that the fi gure 
is not Venus and the setting is not a pastorale. It further reports (p. 280) 
Edward Muir’s assurance that a tree stump (albero tagliato) is slang 
for a castrated man.
 131 Again see Ruggiero 1985, p. 115, who reports that masturbation 
when proven received relatively light sentences, if any. In the seven-
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teenth century, Nicholas Poussin represented masturbation even more 
openly. In his so-called Nymph with Satyrs (c. 1627, Kunsthaus, Zu-
rich), the female character lies on her back giving a clear view of her 
activity, which is all the more emphasized by the ogling gaze of the 
male fi gures around her. See P. Rosenberg and K. Christiansen, eds., 
Poussin and Nature: Arcadian Visions, exh. cat. The Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, New Haven, CN, 2008, no. 12.
 132 A. Ronen, “The chariot of the Sun – Variations on a Theme by 
Giulio Romano”, Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz, 
21, 1977, pp. 100–106, esp. p. 101, fi gs. 1–2. In note 1, Ronen refers to 
the basic literature on Giulio and the Palazzo del Tè by Verheyen and 
Hartt. He reproduces direct copies of Giulio’s ceiling painting by Alberto 
Ca valli (Fig. 6) and Domenico Brusasorci (reversed, Fig. 7).
 133 Ronen 1977, note 3, mentions several articles by W. McAllister 
Johnson in the Revue de l’art (such as “Les Débuts de Primatice 
à Fontainebleau”) where the drawings of Primaticcio’s time in France 
are discussed.
 134 V. Pace, “Carlo Portelli”, Bolletino d’Arte 58, ser. 5, 1973, pp. 
27–33, esp. pp. 28 and 31, no. 15, fi g. 14. The painting was cleaned 
on the occasion of the exhibition Around the David: The Great Art of 
Michelangelo’s Century, eds. F. Falletti and M. Scudieri, Florence, 
2003, pp. 173–174. The catalogue entry, by N. Bastogi, reports that 
in 1671 the sacristan of Ognisanti, Francesco Martellini, recorded the 
removal of the painting to the convent and its replacement on the altar 
by another Immaculate Conception by Vincenzo Dandini. It is believed 
that the opaque covering was added on this occasion. I thank Irving 
Lavin for these references.
 135 Rearick 1992, pp. 143–144 discusses Titian’s collaboration 
with Giulio Campagnola around 1510–1512. P. Joannides in a sym-
posium at the National Gallery of Art in Washington DC (2006), spoke 
(“Giorgione, and the Mysteries of Paris”) to the point of Titian re-ad-
dressing themes from the early sixteenth century, in particular those 
of Giorgione that seem still or once again to haunt him. Another early 
engraving (besides Campagnola’s) is signed AV and shows a reclining 
nude woman from the back, like Titian’s, lying on an animal skin. This 
one has no companion and turns her head into the picture space. It 
is, however, also set in a pastoral landscape with a few shepherds and 
some architecture in the background. The print is reproduced in The 
Illustrated Bartsch 1976, vol. 27, p. 98, no. 410 (309), 115 × 132 mm.
 136 F. Saxl, “Humanism in Venice” (Lecture given in 1935), pub-
lished in A Heritage of Images: a Selection of Lectures / by Fritz Saxl, 
ed. H. Honour & J. Fleming, Harmondsworth, 1970, p. 171. H. E. We-
they, The Paintings of Titian, 3 vols., London, 1969–1975, vol. 3: The 
Mythological and Historical Paintings, cat. no. 27, p. 166, pl. 168; Pan-
ofsky 1969, pp. 169–171, called it Oenenone and Paris (from Ovid, 
“Heroides”, V, 11–15); Joannides 2006, agreed with this identifi cation; 
A. Gentili, Da Tiziano a Tiziano: mito e allegoria nella cultura veneziana 
del Cinquecento, 2nd ed., Roma, 1988, pp. 222–223, agreeing with Pal-
lucchini, called it Bacchus and Ariadne; R. Goffen, Titian’s Women, 
New Haven and London, 1997, fi g. 165, pp. 274–279, called the sub-
ject “indeterminate”, but tied it to poems of Aretino; see the relation of 
Michelangelo’s poem given by A. Chastel, “’L’Ardita Capra’”, L’Arte 
Veneta, 29, 1975, pp. 146–149. See also O. J. Brendel, “Borrowings 
from Ancient Art in Titian”, Art Bulletin, 37, 1955, pp. 113–125, esp. 
p. 124, Fig. 36. See also P. Humfrey, Titian: The Complete Paintings, 
Bruges, 2007, p. 361, fi g. 287.
 137 Panther: Chastel 1975 and Gentili 1988; tiger: Wethey 1969–
1975. This confusion of terms might be solved by the nationality of the 
author. In fact, a “panther” can be any of several species of large felid, 
and outside the United States, a leopard is a panther. Early naturalists 

distinguished between leopards and panthers not by color (a common 
misconception), but by the length of the tail – panthers having longer 
tails than leopards. 
 138 P. Kaplan gave a talk at the 1990 annual meeting of the College 
Art Association, entitled “The ‘Dresden Venus’ and Other Renaissance 
Images of Female Autoeroticism”.
 139 Saxl intimated that the subject involved frigidity, as in Michelange-
lo’s sonnet number 67: 

 Nuovo piacere e di maggiore stima 
 veder l’ardite capre sopr’un sasso
 montar, pascendo or questa or quella cima,
 e’ l mastro lor, con aspre note, al basso,
 sfogare el cor colla suo rozza rima,
 sonando or fermo, e or con lento passo,
 e la suo vaga, che ha ‘l cor di ferro,
 star co’ porci, in contegno, sott’un cerro.

 What a new and more worthwhile pleasure
 to see the daring goats climbing atop a rock,
 grazing now on this peak, now on another;
 and their master, down below, pouring out his heart
 in his crude verses sung with a rough voice,
 now playing motionless, now at a slow pace;
 and his fair lady, who has a heart of stone,
 standing demurely with the pigs beneath an oak.

 J. M. Saslow, The Poetry of Michelangelo: An Annotated Translation, 
New Haven, 1991, pp. 163, and 166.
 140 Chastel 1975 called the motif a “topos”, and provided exam-
ples of its persistence from pre-classical times through the Middle 
Ages and beyond. The same Michelangelo poem (No. 67), as quoted 
above, provided Chastel with his title.
 141 Gentili 1988, characterizes Titian’s innovation in this painting 
as “[...] l’addio [...] ma senza nostaglie [...] a falso ottimismo.(e il) fi ne 
della felicità primitiva”.
 142 Almost simultaneously, Veronese showed the negative element 
of his allegorical fi gure of Infi delity by displaying her from the back, 
accompanied by an accomplice-putto, also shown from the back. 
Velázquez’s Rokeby Venus neutralizes the pose by presenting the back 
view of a nude as an aesthetic apotheosis; see D. Bull and E. Harris, 
“The Companion of Velázquez’s Rokeby Venus and a Source for Goya’s 
Nak ed Maja”, Burlington Magazine, 128, No. 1002, 1986, pp. 643–654. 
The rest of the history of the “view from the back” has yet to be written.
 143 Again, I have previously studied this subject and the impact of 
this epithalamic poem on visual art: M. A. Lavin and I. Lavin, The Lit-
urgy of Love: Images from the Song of Songs in the Art of Cimabue, 
Michel angelo, and Rembrandt, Lawrence, KA, 2001; fi rst published in 
Italian (Modena, 1999). See note 146, for bibliography on the series.
 144 The Mary’s position is a direct reference to a line in the Song of 
Songs: 6 “His left hand is under my head, and his right hand shall em-
brace me”.
 145 At this time, I am completing a full-scale study of this unique 
publication.  See the comments and facsimile published by F. Bouvet, 
ed. Le Cantique des cantiques. Canticum canticorum. Historia seu 
Providentia Beatae Mariae Virginis ex Cantico canticorum. Les Chefs 
d’oeuvre de la xylographie, Paris, 1961; Blockbücher des Mittelalters. 
Bildfolgen als Lektüre, Mainz, 1991, p. 405, listing 29 complete or par-
tial copies; M. Engammare. Qu’il me baise des baisiers de sa bouche: 
Le Cantique des Cantiques à la Renaissance; Étude et Bibliographie, 
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Geneva, 1993. The most detailed analyses is: M. Meertens and A. J. J. De-
len, Het Blokboek: Canticum Canticorum als Godsdienstig Kunstwerk, 
Antwerp, 1949. See also the article of T. Petev, “Typology and Format in 
the Netherlandish Blockbook Canticum Canticorum, ca. 1465”, Visual 
Resources, vol. 13, no. 3–4, 1998, pp. 331–361, who compares the ar-
rangement of the pagination to the Bible Moralisée and the Biblia Pau-
perum, and claims it as typologically motivated. The most interesting 
work on the series has been done in the last few years by R. Bartal in 
a number of articles, including the most pertinent: “The Song of Songs 
and the Art of Marital Affection: the Fifteenth-century Netherlandish 
Canticum Canticorum”, in Assaph. Section B, Studies in Art History, 7, 
2002, pp. 59–94.
 146 The poem is called Sir Hassirim in Hebrew. For the literary con-
text of the poem, see M. V. Fox, The Song of Songs and the Ancient 
Egyptian Love Songs, Madison, 1985. For textual analysis and com-
mentaries, see M. H. Pope, Song of Songs: a New Translation with In-
troduction and Commentary, The Anchor Bible, New York and London, 
1977, and R. E. Murphy, The Song of Songs: A Commentary on the 
Book of Canticles, Minneapolis, 1990.
 147 This literal interpretation is developed in a recent English trans-
lation: A. Bloch and C. Bloch, The Song of Songs: A New Translation, 
New York, 1994, with bibliography. 
 148 The allegorical interpretation appears in the Targum (transla-
tion of the Song into Aramaic) and various Midhràsîm (early Jewish 
commentaries). Y. Feliks, Song of Songs: Nature, Epic and Allegory, 
Jerusalem, 1983, writes of the various levels of meaning in the Hebrew 
poem itself.
 149 The “great mystery” of which Paul speaks, Christ’s love for his 
Church, became one of the foundation blocks of Christian theology. 
The metaphor for the new character of the supreme being who loves 
and cherishes his creatures underlies all concepts of ideal Christian 
interpersonal relationships. One of the great well-springs of these ide-
as was St. Augustine’s De nuptiis et concupiscentia (Augustine 1902), 
and De bono coniugali (Augustine 1900). Augustine is also the locus 
classicus for discussions of the marriage of Christ and Ecclesia, as 
well as for Christ in utero as the Infant Spouse in the bridal chamber 
of his mother’s womb; Sermons IX and X, in Sermons for Christmas 
1952.
 150 E. A.  Matter, The Voice of My Beloved: The Song of Songs in 
Western Medieval Christianity, Philadelphia, 1990; see pp. 203–210, 
for a list of Latin commentaries through the early twelfth century; pp. 
216–220 for bibliography. A. W. Astell, The Song of Songs in the Middle 
Age, Ithaca and London, 1990, passim, discusses the Song at length in 
the light of the fl owering of tropological exegesis in the twelfth century. 
R. L. Fulton, “The Virgin Mary and the Song of Songs in the High Mid-
dle Ages”, Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1994, and idem, “’Quae 
est ista Quae Ascendit sicut aurora Consurgens?’: The Song of Songs 
as the Historia for the Office of the Assumption”,  Mediaeval Studies, 
60, 1998, pp. 55–122. 
 151 Except for Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 428) who wanted the 
whole poem excluded from the biblical canon because of the sugges-
tive allusions to physical love (offi cially condemned in 553 AD, at the 
fi fth Ecumenical Council [Constantinople II; Enciclopedia cattolica, 3: 
cols 624–630]), the unbroken chain can be followed from St. Jerome 
through Luther, who, oddly enough, while preaching the abhorrence of 
biblical interpretation, wrote an elaborate commentary on the Song. 
See: Martin Luther, Luther’s Works, 15 vols., ed. J. Pelikan, trans. I. Sig-
gins, St. Louis, 1972, 15, pp. 189–264; and E. Kallas, “Martin Luther as 
Expositer of the Song of Songs”, Lutheran Quarterly, 2, 1988, pp. 323–
341.

 152 See Fulton 1994, chap. 5, “The Marian Commentaries on the 
Song of Songs of the Twelfth Century”, pp. 377–541.
 153 Praeterea notandum quod Cantica in quinto loco agiographiae 
calculum ponunt, quia nimirum quinque gradus amoris sunt, videlicet 
visus et alloquium, contactus et oscula, factum. In primis namque 
puella placita visu eligitur, deinde electam amans alloquitur, tertio 
blando contactu amplectitur, quarto osculatur, quinto res facto perag-
itur. Sic Deus primitivam Ecclesiam in patriarchis visu praedestinavit et 
elegit, dum Abraham dixit: «In semine tuo benedicentur omnes gentes 
(Gen. XXII, 18)» [Col. 0351B] In Moyse et prophetis hanc allocutus 
est, dicens: «Si feceris quae praecipio tibi, dabo tibi terram fl uentem 
lac et mel (Exod. XXIII, 22)». Hanc praesentia assumptae carnis tetigit 
dicens: «Venite ad me, omnes qui laboratis et onerati estis et ego re-
fi ciam vos (Matth. XI, 28)». Huic osculum praebuit, dum victor mortis 
resurgens pacem amissam ei reddidit, dicens: «Pax vobis (Joan. XX, 
19)». Adhuc factum restat, quod tunc erit quando peracto judicio in 
gaudium Domini sui etiam introducet, dicens: «Venite, benedicti Patris 
mei, percipite regnum ab origine mundi vobis paratum (Matth. XXV, 
34)»; PL172, cols 350–351. See also Astell 1990, pp. 31–33.
 154 Most of the following examples have been discussed by J. G. 
Wechsler, “Some Aspects of the Illustrations to the Song of Songs in 
Twelfth and Thirteenth Century Manuscripts”, M. A. thesis, Columbia 
University, 1967, and idem, “A Change in the Iconography of the Song 
of Songs in 12th- and 13th-Century Bibles”, in Texts and Responses: 
Studies Presented to Nahum N. Glatzer on the Occasion of His Sev-
entieth Birthday by His Students, ed. M. A. Fishbane and P. R. Flohr, 
Leiden, 1975, pp. 73–93; see also I. Malaise. “L’Iconographie biblique 
du Cantique des Cantiques au XIIe Siècle”, Scriptorium, 46, 1992, pp. 
67–73.
 155 M. A. Lavin, “The Stella Altarpiece: Magnum Opus of the Cesi 
Master”, Artibus et Historiae, 44, 2001, pp. 9–22.
 156 See my discussion of the ambiguities of this antiphon and its 
variations: Lavin and Lavin 1999, pp. 61–62, 109–112.
 157 See the many examples in Camille 1998. The more symbolic 
cross-legged seated motif also continued to be used.
 158 See the several articles in C. Hourihane, ed., Between the 
Picture and the Word: Manuscript Studies from the Index of Christian 
Art, Princeton, 2005. Also W. Craven, “The Iconography of David and 
Bathsheba at Auxerre”, The Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians, vol. 34, no. 3, 1975, pp. 226–237. Another biblical scene 
sometimes showing the couple in bed is that of Isaac and Rebecca 
when they pretend to be brother and sister and are discovered mak-
ing love by Abimelech (Gen. 26,8): examples in Rovigo: Lib. Bibl., 
Accademia dei Concordi, 212, fourteenth-century Picture Bible, fol. 
17v; reproduced in G. Folena and G. L. Mellini, eds. Bibbia istoriata 
padovana della fi ne del Trecento: Pentateuco, Giosue, Ruth, Venice, 
1962, pl. 34.
 159 The same recipe appears in the sex manual: Camille 1998, fi g. 
130: Aldobrandino of Siena, “Le Regime de Corps”, Lille, c. 1285, Brit-
ish Library, Ms Sloane 2435, fol. 9v, and again in legal documents that 
show consummation of marriages as proof for binding relations.
 160 W. Cahn, Romanesque Bible Illumination, Ithaca, NY, 1982, 
p. 242.
 161 It is my observation that this complex cycle of thirty-two wood 
blocks emphasizes the Virgin Mary’s role in salvation to a high degree 
and is perhaps linked to contemporary dogmatic controversies con-
cerning her physical assumption into heaven. See M. Jugie, La mort 
el l’assomption de la Sainte Vierge, Etude historico-doctrinale, Studi 
e testi, I, 14, Vatican City, 1944; idem, “La mort de la Sainte Vierge 
et la speculation theologique”, Marianum, 4, 1942, p. 247. The “bed 
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motif” is elaborately studied by Karin Lerchner: Lectulus Foridus. Zur 
Bedeutung des Bettes in Literatur und Handschriftenillustration des 
Mittelalters, Cologne–Weimar–Vienna, 1993, and in the Canticum se-
ries in particular, in the chapter “Ruhemöbel Salomons in der Illustra-
tion. Rezeption im Blockbuch”, esp. pp. 264–269.
 162 5,17 Quo abiit dilectus tuus, o pulcherrima mulierum? 5,8 [Ad-
juro vos,] fi liæ Jerusalem, si inveneritis dilectum [meum,ut nuntietis ei] 
quia amore langueo. 4,9 Vulnerasti cor meum, soror mea, sponsa; vul-
nerasti cor meum. 2,5 stipate me malis, Fulcite me fl oribus quia amore 
langueo (inverted). 
 163 5,2 Aperi mihi, soror mea, amica mea, columba mea, immacu-
lata mea, quia caput meum plenum est rore, 5,6 Pessulum ostii mei 
aperui dilecto meo; 5,3 Expoliavi me tunica mea. 
 164 4,7 Tota pulchra es, amica mea, et macula non est in te.
  3,4 tenui eum, nec dimittam, donec introducam illum in do-
mum matris meæ.
 165 1,14 Ecce tu pulchra es, amica mea! ecce tu pulchra es! Oculi 
tui columbarum
 1,15 Ecce tu pulcher es, dilecte mi, et decorus! Lectulus noster fl or-
idus.
 166 5,2 Ego dormio, et cor meum vigilat. 3,7 En lectulum Salomonis 
sexa ginta fortes ambiunt ex fortissimis Israël [...] 3,8 omnes tenentes 
gladios. 
 167 In the poem, the verse continues: 3,9–11: “King Solomon hath 
made him a litter of the wood of Libanus: The pillars thereof he made 
of silver, the seat of gold, the going up of purple: the midst he covered 
with charity for the daughters of Jerusalem”. 
 168 See the study by S. der Nersessian, “Le lit de Salomon”, Receuil 
de travaux de l’Institut d’études Byzantines, no. 8: Mélange G. Ostro-

gor sky I, Belgrade, 1963, pp. 77–83, who reproduces the illustration 
in Herrade de Landesberg’s Hortus Deliciarum and refers to a similar 
illustration in the Bible Moralisée.
 169 See the examples of such offi cial witnessing of a consummated 
marriage in “How Material Things are Made”, from Bartholomeus Angli-
cus, Livres des Propietez des Chose, Paris, c. 1400, Wolfenbüttel, Her-
zog-August-Bibliothek; Camille 1998, Frontispiece. The recently married 
couple lies in bed, heads at the left, while witnesses confi rm their con-
summation looking through a window above the head of the bed.
 170 Following the wedding, in the last two scenes in the series, 
16A and B, the locale shifts to the mystical realm where the couple 
pledge their troth in heaven:
16A:  Mary kneels before Christ enthroned; together they hold a large 
seal on which is a representation of the Trinity. The banderols read: 8,6 
Pone me ut signaculum super cor tuum (8,6)
Fuge dilecte mi (8,14) […] fortis est ut mors dilectio (8,6)
“Put me as a seal upon thy heart” (8,6); and: “Flee away, O my beloved 
(8,14) For love is strong as death” (8,6). 

And fi nally, in the last scene, the couple demonstrates allegorically, 
the glory that is promised all believers:
16B:  Mary, who is represented twice and has been crowned throughout 
the series, comes with two bridesmaids to Christ who holds in both hands 
a royal crown. She says: Species ejus ut Libani, electus ut cedri. Guttur 
illius suavissimum, et totus desiderabilis. Talis est dilectus meus (5,15). 
Veni de Libano, sponsa mea: veni de Libano, veni, coronaberis (4,8).
“His countenance is as Lebanon, excellent as the cedars. His mouth is 
most sweet; yea, he is altogether lovely. This is my belov ed” (5.15). 
[He replies]: “Come with me, from Lebanon, my spouse, with me from 
Lebanon. Come and I will crown you” (4,8).
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